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Abstract: 
The objective of this work is to develop solid-state dye sensitized solar cells (ss-DSSCs) in order to optimize 
the interfacial charge transfer within the solar cell. Despite of the broad use of liquid electrolyte, stability 
issues arose from solvent evaporation as well as liquid leakage have limited the large-scale production and 
commercialization of dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). The replacement of liquid electrolyte with solid hole 
transport materials (HTMs) is indispensable for long-term developments of devices. Conducting polymers is 
chosen in this work as HTM for its higher hole conductivity, good stability and facile preparation. Part of the 
newly designed dye molecule (otherwise called sensitizer), the electroactive monomer carbazole is used as 
initiator for co-polymerization with bis-(3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene) (bis-EDOT) as precursor in the in-situ 
photoelectrochemical polymerization (PEP) process, to ensure the covalent link between the light active center 
and the generated co-polymer, which serves as HTM. The interface between the dye and HTM is naturally 
removed as a result. Moreover, the blocking effect of alkyl chain in terms of the performances of ss-DSSCs 
has also been investigated by altering the molecular structure of dye. 
The thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1 gives a general context of photovoltaic solar cells as an 
introductory chapter. Chapter 2 focuses on the DSSCs including the components, working principle and 
characterization techniques of DSSCs. Chapter 3 begins by laying out different types of sensitizers and looks 
at how to design new organic sensitizer which could be covalently linked to the HTM. Chapter 4 presents the 
results of DSSCs fabricated with originally designed sensitizer. Chapter 5 ties up theoretical and empirical 
strands with a discussion of the implication of findings to future study in the area. 
Keywords: Solid-State Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells, in-situ Photo-Electrochemical Polymerization, donor- 
linker-acceptor organic dyes, covalent link, hole transporting material, conducting polymer  
Résumé : 
L'objectif de ce travail est de développer des cellules solaires sensibilisées aux colorants à l'état solide (ss-
DSSC) afin d'optimiser le transfert de charge interfacial dans la cellule solaire. Malgré la large utilisation 
d'électrolytes liquides, les problèmes de stabilité liés à l'évaporation des solvants ainsi que les fuites de liquide 
ont limité la production à grande échelle et la commercialisation de cellules solaires sensibilisées aux colorants 
(DSSC). Le remplacement de l'électrolyte liquide par des matériaux de transport de trous solides (HTM) est 
indispensable pour le développement à long terme des dispositifs. Les polymères conducteurs ont été choisis 
dans ce travail comme HTM en raison de leur haute conductivité de trou, leur bonne stabilité et leur 
préparation facile. Faisant partie de la molécule de colorant nouvellement conçue (autrement appelée 
sensibilisateur), le carbazole, monomère électroactif, est utilisé comme initiateur pour la copolymérisation 
avec le bis-(3,4 éthylènedioxythiophène) (bis-EDOT) comme précurseur dans le processus de polymérisation 
photo-électrochimique (PEP) in situ, pour assurer la liaison covalente entre le centre actif de la lumière et le 
copolymère généré, qui sert de HTM. L'interface entre le colorant et l'HTM est ainsi naturellement éliminée. 
En outre, l'effet de blocage de la chaîne alkyle en termes de performances des ss-DSSC a également été étudié 
en modifiant la structure moléculaire du colorant. 
La thèse est composée de cinq chapitres. Le chapitre 1 donne un contexte général des cellules solaires 
photovoltaïques. Le chapitre 2 se concentre sur les DSSCs, y compris les composants, le principe de 
fonctionnement et les techniques de caractérisation des DSSCs. Le chapitre 3 commence par présenter les 
différents types de sensibilisateurs et examine comment concevoir un nouveau colorant organique qui pourrait 
être lié de manière covalente au HTM. Le chapitre 4 présente les résultats des DSSC fabriqués avec le colorant 
conçu à l'origine. Le chapitre 5 relie les aspects théorique et empirique et examine les implications des résultats 
pour les études futures dans ce domaine. 
Mots-clés: Cellules solaires à colorant solide, photopolymerization électrochimique in-situ, colorants 
organiques donneur-accepteur, liaison covalente, matériaux transporteur de trous, polymère conducteur



 

	 	



	

 

List	of	abbreviations	

ACN acetonitrile 

ALD atomic layer deposition 

BL blocking layer 

CB conduction band 

CBZ carbazole 

CE counter electrode 

CP conducting polymer 

CV cyclic voltammetry 

DCM dichloromethane 

DFT density functional theory 

DSSCs dye-sensitized solar cells 

D-π-A donor-linker-acceptor 

EDOT 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 

EF Fermi level 

EG bandgap energy 

Eonset,ox onset of the oxidation potential 

Eox (dye) oxidation potential of the dye 

EPD electrochemical deposition 

EQ-F quasi-Fermi level 

ETM electron transporting material 

FF fill factor 

FTO fluorine doped tin oxide  

HRMS High resolution mass spectrum  

HTM hole transporting material 

ic capacitive current  



 

ICT intramolecular charge transfer  

IPCE Incident Photon-to-Electron Conversion Efficiency  

ITO indium doped tin oxide  

J current density  

Jsc short-circuit current density  

LCAO linear combinations of atomic orbitals  

LiTFSI Li(CF3SO2)2N  

Ln electron diffusion length  

MLCT metal-to-ligand charge transfer 

Mtoe Mtoe Million Tonnes of Oil Equivalent  

NR nanorods  

OFETs organic field-effect transistors  

OLEDs organic light-emitting diodes  

OPV organic photovoltaic  

PANI polyaniline  

PCE power conversion efficiency  

PEDOT poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

PEN polyethylene naphthalate 

PEP (in-situ) photo-electrochemical polymerization 

PET polyethylene terephthalate 

PIA photoinduced absorption spectroscopy 

Pin the incoming power 

PPy polypyrrole 

PVD physical vapor deposition 

RCT charge transfer resistance 

RE reference electrode 

SCE saturated calomel electrode 



	

 

SCN thiocyanate 

ss-DSSCs solid-state DSSCs 

SHE standard hydrogen electrode 

TBP 4-tert-butylpyridine 

TCO transparent conducting oxide 

TDDFT time dependent DFT 

TPA triphenylamine 

VB valence band 

Voc open circuit potential 

WE working electrode 

η conversion efficiency 

σ conductivity 
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The photoconversion properties of perovskites, derived from lead organohalides were brought 

into view in 2009. The conversion efficiency increased from 3,8% at the time to 20,1% for now 

with this photosensible material in Grätzel cell. The photovoltaic yields of perovskites has 

increased rapidly, which could be explained by the synergy found between the exceptional 

absorption and electron transport of this hybrid material (25 cm2.V-1.s-1 for a diffusion length 

greater than one micrometer) and the hole transport properties of organic materials with which 

they are now associated. However, obstacles to industrialization remain since perovskites are 

soluble in water and therefore sensible to air, deteriorate as soon as the temperature exceeds 

40°C and contain lead, although in small quantities. 

Regarded as one of the protagonist devices, dye-sensitized solar cells are promising in terms 

of replacing classic solar cells and have inspired global researchers since the early ground-

breaking work of Grätzel et al. in 1991.4 These cells are competitive in the field of new 

photovoltaic systems because they are low-cost and their photoconversion exceed 12%.5,17 As 

a matter of fact, DSSCs are composed of organic-inorganic hybrid materials and the 

corresponding manufacturing process is inexpensive. Consisting of a semiconductor where the 

dye is grafted, DSSCs are immersed in an electrolyte, usually in organic solvent, of I3-/I-, that 

are trapped between two electrodes, of which at least one is transparent. Under illumination, 

the dye goes into the excited state and an electron is injected into the inorganic semiconductor 

then flows into the circuit via the anode. The redox mediator reduces the dye and then diffuses 

to the cathode where it is reduced in turn. However, although some manufacturers are presently 

developing products using dye-sensitized solar cells, whether at the stage of prototype or as 

commercially viable products, this technology remains hampered in its development on a large 

scale, particularly because the energy conversions are still too low. Various improvements, 

directly linked to the constituents of this type of device, are thus investigated to overcome 

current limitations of these devices and to improve their performances. 

The dye plays a fundamental and central role in different phenomena that take place in these 

cells. The development of dyes with the ability collecting more light is an important research 

area. Another aspect of improvement focuses on the mechanisms involved in the cell.	 It is 

hence crucial to ameliorate their properties in terms of increasing their performances. While 

Grätzel cells, based on the sensitization of n-type semiconductors,4,5,17,18 such as TiO2 and ZnO, 

have long dominated the world of DSSC, it may be noted that special attention is currently paid 

to complementary systems based on sensitization p-type semiconductors.19,20 However, due to 

relatively recent developments, DSSCs of p-type have rather low photoconversion efficiencies 
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the pioneering work by O’Regan and Grätzel in 1991 for several beneficial features,3 such as 

suitable redox potential for most dyes, rapid dye regeneration capacity, and slow back electron 

recombination along with good solubility and high conductivity. So far, 10.2% was the highest 

overall efficiency achieved by Wang et al. using a metal-free sensitizer,11 and 11.8% was 

obtained for Ru-based devices.12  

However, the drawbacks of this redox shuttle are not negligible.13 Iodine is corrosive to metals 

(silver, gold), which are used as current collectors, causing difficult assembling and sealing, 

thus the long-term stability of the device is troublesome. The iodine has relatively high vapor 

pressure which makes the device encapsulation problematic. The I3
− ion absorbs part of visible 

light, that decreases the photocurrent. In addition, the redox potential of I3−/I− creates a loss in 

Voc.14–17 Other alternatives were widely developed since 2010, for instance, Co3+/ Co2+-based 

coordination complexes which lower the voltages loss in the devices and often showed high 

Voc,18,19 and some other examples such as Br3-/Br-,20 Fc/Fc+,21 (SCN)3- /SCN- and (SeCN)3-/ 

SeCN-,22 also showed interesting properties. Nonetheless, the derivatives are all based on 

organic solvents like acetonitrile. These solvents are toxic and volatile posing problems of 

encapsulation. Additionally, their relatively low boiling points and melting points make them 

temperature-dependent: the solvents can freeze at low temperature leading to the insolubility 

of the salts, and the solvents tend to evaporate rapidly at high temperature.  

The replacement of liquid electrolytes with solid-state hole transport materials (HTM) is 

indispensable for the long-term developments of devices. Dye regeneration is the main 

difference in operating mechanism between liquid- and HTM-based DSSCs. In liquid-state 

DSSC, the oxidized dye is regenerated by accepting an electron from the reduction-state 

species in the electrolyte, and the formed oxidation-state species diffuses to the counter 

electrode where it will be then reduced by electrons. While in solid state DSSC, the oxidized 

dye is regenerated by injecting a hole into the HTM and the hole transports to the electrode 

through the HTM via hopping mechanism. An ideal HTM should meet the following 

requirements: (i) efficient hole extraction capability, (ii) high mobility/conductivity, and (iii) 

excellent stability to light, heat, air, etc. 

In comparison with inorganic HTMs, organic HTMs possess several advantages, such as facile 

preparation, relatively low costs, and abundant availability.13,23 Organic hole transport 

materials can be generally classified as either molecular HTMs (molecular hole conductors) or 
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polymeric HTMs (conducting polymers) based on their composition. In 1997, Hagen et al. 

reported the first solid-state dye-sensitized solar cell which consisted of an inorganic 

nanocrystalline titanium dioxide layer for electron conduction, a surface-adsorbed Ruthenium 

dye complex for light absorption, and an organic triphenyldiamine layer for the transport of 

holes.24 Despite the IPCE conversion efficiency is low (0.2%), the work initiated ongoing 

research on replacing liquid electrolyte with solid ones. In 1998, Bach and co-workers 

published a solid state dye sensitized solar cell based on a spirobisfluorene-connected 

arylamine hole transporter 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-

spirobifluorene (spiro-MeOTAD) with an IPCE of 33% and an overall conversion efficiency 

of 0.74%.25 The non-doped spiro-MeOTAD has two practical disadvantages: low conductivity 

and efficient recombination. In 2001, Kruger et al. added a combination of TBP and LiTFSI in 

spiro-MeOTAD to investigate the effect of additives. An open-circuit voltage over 0.9 V, a 

photocurrent of 5.1 mA, and a conversion efficiency of 2.56% were obtained.26 Snaith et al. 

compared a series of molecular sensitizers utilizing spiro-MeOTAD as organic hole transporter, 

which resulted in a reduced charge combination and longer electron lifetime by the deblock 

alkoxy-alkane pendent groups on the sensitizer.27 An overall conversion efficiency of 5.1% 

was achieved by further increasing the optical path length in the active layer. The efficiency 

increased to 4,6% and 6% by using dyes with high absorption coefficients as C104,28 and 

C220,29 respectively. In 2011, the efficiency was improved to 7,2% by increasing the hole 

mobility of spiro-MeOTAD more than one order of magnitude with FK102 cobalt (III) complex 

as dopant.30 Besides the most well-known molecular HTM, spiro-MeOTAD, other triarylamine 

derivatives are also well investigated.  

The first study of conducting polymer as HTM in solid-state DSSC was conducted by 

Yanagida’s group in 1997.31 The polypyrrole (PPy) was incorporated in an N3-based device 

archiving an efficiency of only 0,1% under low light intensity of 22 mW cm-2. The use of a 

carbon-based counter electrode,32 and a substituted N3 dye,33 improved moderately the 

efficiency to 0,62% (light intensity 10 mW·cm-2). The poor performance of solar cells based 

on PPy was owing to the high density and the black color of the HTM, which absorbed the 

visible light leading to a filter effect.31,34 Several other CPs, such as polyaniline (PANI),35,36 

poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT),13,37–44 poly(3-octylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3OT), and 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) are also investigated. PEDOT was shown to be 

distinctive and versatile. It has sufficient transparency,47–51 even it absorbs visible light and 

owns high conductivity (300–550 S cm-1),52,53 as well as exceptional stability under standard 
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conditions.13 In 2004, Saito and co-workers reported the first solid-state DSSC using PEDOT 

as HTM with an overall conversion efficiency of 0.53%.54 Later, various anions such as ClO4
-, 

CF3SO3-, BF4
-, and TFSI- were applied as dopants to improve the overall solar cell performance. 

Doped anions in the PEDOT hole conductor system have great influences on I-V curves, 

conductivity, and impedance according to the photoelectrochemical and independence studies. 

A maximum Jsc of 5.3 mA.cm-2, a Voc of 750 mV, and a conversion efficiency of 2.85% were 

achieved when the TFSI- anion was used.55 The work was then extended to the effect of 

different perfluoroalkyl chains of bis(perfluorosulfonyl)imides (N(CF1SO2)2-) or 

perfluorosulfonates (CnF2n+1SO2-) on the conductivity of PEDOT.56  

One ineligible drawback of solid-state HTM is the poor pore filling, that HTM penetration 

within the mesoporous oxide semiconductor is insufficient. The regeneration of the dye is 

restrained for the reason that the photogenerated holes cannot be transferred to the HTM by the 

dye. In order to address this problem, Yanagida et al. suggested in-situ photo-electrochemical 

polymerization (PEP) of organic monomers to produce directly CP inside the mesoporous 

oxide semiconductor layer.31  

In 2010, Liu et al. fabricated efficient polymer-HTM-based DSSCs by in-situ polymerization 

of 2,2’-bis(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (Bis-EDOT) in a thin-layer electrolytic cell using 

D149 dye as the sensitizer. The corresponding device achieved a remarkable energy conversion 

efficiency of 6.1% under AM 1.5G illumination.57 Later, Kim et al. manufactured ss-DSSCs 

with higher PCE up to 6.8% as a result of enhanced light harvesting from increased 

transmittance of an organized mesoporous TiO2 (OM-TiO2) and good hole conductivity of 

PEDOT.58 Liu and co-workers achieved an even higher conversion efficient of 7.1% with a 

PEDOT as HTM prepared by photoelectrochemical polymerization (PEP) in conjugation with 

indoline-type metal-free dye D205.59 Moreover, the polymerization was conducted under 

monochromatic light, unlike conventional PEP under a Xenon lamp. It was observed that the 

device performance is dependent on the wavelength of monochromatic light used during the 

preparation of PEDOT. In 2016, Zhang et al. reported highly efficient ss-DSSCs with power 

conversion efficiency of 7.1% and exceptional photocurrent of 13.4 mA cm-2. The in-situ PEP 

process was applied to generate the PEDOT layer, in combination with an organic sensitizer 

with well-tuned energy levels and a bulky structure, as well as a donor-π-acceptor configuration 

like LEG4, led to an effective dye regeneration and improved photo-charge injection, resulting 

in high PV performance.60 In this work, a copolymer obtained under in-situ PEP with one 
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Eq 4: Electron capture HTM     HTM+ + e−CB (TiO2) → HTM + TiO2  (dark current, k ∼ 10−2 s)      

The optimization of DSSCs performance requires that the electron injection and the dye 

regeneration processes by the electron donor mediator must be more efficient and faster than 

the decay (radiative or non-radiative) of Dye* and the back reaction of the injected electron 

with the oxidized dye, respectively. In particular, the “dark current” is considered as the main 

factor of loss for a DSSC. Last but not least, the efficient regeneration of the charge mediator 

at the counter electrode is non-negligible; otherwise, the device η could be limited.  

	
Figure 2.4. State diagram representation of the kinetics processes in operating DSSC. 

If we consider the electron injection process, the efficiency of this step depends on the 

magnitude of the injection kinetics relative to the excited-state decay of the dye to the ground 

state. Dye with long excited state is thereby favorable. Typical rate of excited-state decay for 

organic compounds varies from picoseconds to nanoseconds. Another very important 

requirement for fast electron injection is the electronic coupling between the orbital of the dye 

that is filled upon photoexcitation, generally the LUMO orbital, and the TiO2 conduction-band 

states. These conduction-band states should be also energetically accessible from the dye 

excited state. In model systems the electron injection rates of 1.0 x 1012 s-1 have been reported 

for a range of dyes.65–67  

Considering the regeneration of the dye, an efficient process requires that reduction of the 

cation by the redox couple or HTM should be faster than the recombination of injected 

electrons with the dye cations. This competing recombination is strongly dependent on the 

electron density in the TiO2, the light intensity and cell voltage. In addition, it is also dependent 
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on the spatial separation between the positive charge of the dye cation and the metal oxide 

surface. Indeed, consistent with a tunneling theory, the rate constant decays exponentially with 

the distance. 

	
Figure 2.5. State energy diagram of a typical DSSC under 1 sun illumination at the maximum power point. 

Energy and quantum efficiency values are approximate and will change depending upon dye and electrolyte 

composition. Figure from the reference by O’Regan and co-workers.68 Copyright 2009 American Chemical 

Society. 

Figure 2.5 shows the energy costs of each step of DSSC operation for a typical device achieving 

an overall power conversion efficiency of ∼9.5%. The higher-level bars are the state energies 

given the electron and hole positions after each step. The solid bars are the same energy, 

reduced by the quantum efficiency (QE) losses up to that point, (State Energy × QE) 

specifically for the maximum power point situation (MPP). Also shown (in blue) is the excess 

energy generated by the absorption of photons at shorter wavelengths than the optical band 

gap, with this excess energy being lost to excited state thermalization processes. The 

differences between the successive solid shaded bars show how much each step costs in a real 

cell under operation. Thus, large steps down indicate a large loss in energy. For the case 

illustrated, the MPP is assumed to correspond to a device voltage of 0.65 V and a photon to 

electron quantum efficiency of 0.7, yielding 0.65 × 0.7 = 0.46 eV of work extracted per 
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Unfortunately, the VOC is lower than the theoretical values due to the recombination of the 

injected electrons with the oxidized dye and the dark current. As a consequence, experimental 

VOC can be used to quantify losses due to recombination processes. Moreover, for regenerative 

photo-electrochemical systems, the VOC can also be expressed using the injection current as 

follow:70  

𝑉 = 𝑘𝑒 ln	( 𝐼𝑛 𝑘 [𝐼 ]) 
where kB is the Boltzmann's constant, T represents the absolute temperature, e is the elementary 

charge, Iinj stands for the charge flux resulting from sensitized injection, kred is the reduction 

rate constant of I3−, while nCB and [I3−] are the concentration of electrons at the semiconductor 

surface and oxidized redox mediator (I3−) in the (I−/I3−) solution, respectively. It should be noted 

that the often low open-circuit voltage (typically 0.7-0.8 eV) is a critical issue in DSSC since 

these values, lower that the band of the light absorber (around 1.5 eV), limit the high driving 

force both electron injection into TiO2 and rapid regeneration of the oxidized dye. 

iii) The fill factor (FF) is defined by the ratio of actual obtainable peak output power to the 

product 𝑉 	𝐽 . Often expressed in percentage, FF is a convenient means to compare with the 

theoretical maximum of the cell and is always less than one. High VOC and JSC are essential in 

achieving high efficiency but paired with low FF factor. 

𝐹𝐹 = 𝑃𝐽 𝑉 = 𝐽 𝑉𝐽 𝑉  

where Pmax is the maximum power output of the cell per unit area, otherwise called Pmmp 

(maximum power point) given by the product (𝐽 𝑉 ). 

In a current density–voltage (𝐽  vs 𝑉 ) curve, the FF describes how well the area under J vs 

V curve fills-in the maximum rectangle described by the product 𝐽 𝑉  (see Figure 2.6). The 

shape of this curve represents a very useful and direct tool to characterize the DSSC 

performance, i.e., 𝑉 , 𝐽  and 𝜂. 
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Figure 2.6. Typical current density –voltage curve (filled circles). The FF corresponds to the shaded region, 

which is delimited by the Vmax and Jmax, divided by the area of the region which is delimited by the VOC and JSC. 

The blue curve (open circles) shows the power as a function of voltage. Figure from the reference by Calogero 

and co-workers.71 Copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015. 

(iv) The Incident Photon-to-electron Conversion Efficiency (IPCE) or external quantum 

efficiency (EQE) provides information on the quantum efficiencies of the cell at a given 

excitation wavelength (λ) and corresponds to the photocurrent density produced in the external 

circuit per incident monochromatic photons flux that strikes the cell.72  

𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐸 = 	 	 	 	 	( )	 	 	 	( ) = 	( )	( )   

𝑁 	(λ) and 𝑁 	(λ) can be written as follows: 

𝑁 	(λ) = 	 𝐽 (𝜆)𝑡𝑒  

𝑁 	(λ) = 	𝑃 (𝜆)𝑡ℎn  

Measured under short circuit conditions, if not specified differently, the value of IPCE can be 

calculated using the following equation as a function of λ:73 
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𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐸(𝜆) = 𝐽 (𝜆)𝑡𝑒𝑃 (𝜆)𝑡ℎn = ℎn	𝐽 (𝜆)𝑒𝑃 (𝜆) = ℎ𝑐	𝐽 (𝜆)𝑒𝜆𝑃 (𝜆) = 1240	 𝐽 (𝜆)𝜆𝑃 (𝜆) 
where 𝐽 (𝜆)  is the photocurrent (in A.cm-2) given by the cell under monochromatic 

illumination at wavelength 𝜆  (nm), 𝑃 (𝜆) (in W.cm-2) is the photon flux of the incident 

monochromatic light at wavelength 𝜆  (nm), e is the elementary charge, h is the Planck’s 

constant, n is light frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum. 

The IPCE can also be expressed as the product of the light harvesting efficiency [LHE(λ)] for 

photons of wavelength λ, and the Absorbed Photon-to-current Conversion Efficiency (APCE) 

also called Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) that refers to the efficiency of charger carrier 

injection and collection. IPCE includes the effects of optical losses such as transmission and 

reflection, unlike APCE. 𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐸 = 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆)𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐸(𝜆) 
with 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆) = 1 − 10  and 𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐸(𝜆) = 𝜙 𝜙  

where A is the dye absorbance or optical density while, 𝜙  is electron injection efficiency 

from the excited state of the sensitizer to the CB of the semiconductor and 𝜙 is the charge 

collection efficiency of the injected electron at the front electrode. 𝜙  is given by:4 

𝜙 = 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑘 + 𝑘  

where 𝑘  is the rate constant for 𝜙  into the semiconductor, while 𝑘  and 𝑘  represent the 

rate constant of radiative and nonradiative deactivation from Dye* to Dye, respectively. 

(v) Finally, the overall performance of the DSSC can be evaluated in terms of energy 

conversion efficiency (η) which is defined as the ratio between the maximum output electrical 

power (𝑃 ) and the power of the incident light (𝑃 ) given by the relation: 

𝜂 = 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑉 	𝐽 	𝐹𝐹𝑃  
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complexes to obtain better conversion efficiency. In 1993, Grätzel et al. published a series 

of bipyridyl Ru(II) complexes of general formula cis-X2bis(2,2′-bipyridyl- 4,4′-

dicarboxylate)-Ru(II) where X = Cl, Br, I, CN, and SCN (Fig 3.1). The derivative containing 

two groups of isocyanate ligand (the thiocyanato derivative), cis-bis(isothiocyanato)-bis(2,2’-

bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylate)ruthenium(II), named N3, showed outstanding photovoltaics 

properties like long excited state lift-time, strong adsorption on the semiconductor surface due 

to binding with up to four carboxyl groups, and the use of two thiocyanate groups instead of 

other ligands produced a redshift in the spectral response up to 800 nm, increasing the JSC up 

to 17 mA.cm-2 and achieving a competitive solar-to-electric energy conversion efficiency of 

10%3. 

The protonation effect on the DSSC performance of N3 was investigated in 1999. It was found 

that the doubly protonated form with TBA+ (tetrabutylammonium) instead of H+ at two 

carboxyl groups, (Bu4N)2[Ru(dcbpyH)2(NCS)2], coded as N719, exhibited an improved power 

conversion efficiency due to the increased cell voltage4. 

A different approach to optimize sensitizer is to extend the light absorption since the major 

drawback of N3 dye is its lack of absorption in the red region of the visible spectrum (Fig 3.2). 

The trithiocyanato-ruthenium (II) terpyridyl complex, known as N749 or black dye 

demonstrated that the thiocyanate groups were able to extend the light absorption further into 

the NIR part of the spectrum, thereby converting more photons to electrons. It is also called the 

black dye, for many years it was considered to be the dye with the widest light-harvesting 

ability, whose electric current generation is almost 100% over the wavelength range from 400 

to 700 nm with light-harvesting capability extending up to 920 nm5. 

	
Figure 3.1 Molecular structure of N3, N19, N749. 	
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extinction coefficient than N719. The achievement of 10.2% of Z910 based DSSC 

demonstrated that enhancing the molar extinction coefficient of sensitizers is a good strategy 

to improve the photovoltaic performance of Ru-based dyes8. Another similar complex K19 was 

published in 2005 with 4,4’-bis(p-hexyloxystyryl)-2,2’-bipyridyl moieties instead of the 4,4’-

bis(3-methoxystyryl)-2,2’-bipyridyl groups coordinated to Z9109.The molar extinction 

coefficient 18.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1 was reported, which is higher than that of Z910 (17.3 × 103 M-

1 cm-1). The K19 dye exhibited a power conversion efficiency of only around 7%; however, the 

K77 dye, obtained by replacing the p-hexyloxystyryl unit of K19 by 3-tert-

butyloxyphenyl(ethenyl) led to an efficiency of 9.5%10.  

	
Figure 3.3 Molecular structure of Z907, Z910, K19, K77. 

The use of thiophene instead of phenylene antenna on the ancillary ligands opens new 

opportunities for heteroleptic ruthenium complexes (Fig 3.4). A polythiophene may be viewed 

as a cis-polyacetylene chain bridged with sulfur atoms, the bridging sulfur atoms can provide 

excellent aromatic stability to the polyacetylene chain while preserving properties like high 

charge transport. Moreover, the incorporation of thiophene as a more electron-rich moiety onto 

bipyridine ligands can enhance the light-harvesting capacity of these complexes by increasing 

the molar absorptivity and red-shifting their spectral response. It is also important to note that 

the facile functionalization of thiophene could help to modify the properties of complexes, such 

as polarity, solubility, and bandgap tuning. Further, an alkyl group on the thiophene ring can 
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prevent water-inducted desorption. C10111, C10612, CYC-B1 and CYC-B1113, are 

representative examples of this new generation photosensitizers. 

	
Figure 3.4 Molecular structure of C101, C106, CYC-B11, CYC-B1. 

The MLCT transition absorptions of C101 arise at ∼407 and 547 nm, which are 23 nm red-

shifted compared to that of Z907 or its analogues11. With the introduction of the alkyl-bis-

thiophene moiety, CYC-B1 has a strong new band centered at around 312 nm. The molar 

extinction coefficients of the low-energy MLCT absorption bands for C101 is 17.5 × 103 M-1 

cm-1 and 21.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1 for CYC-B1, which are significantly higher than the 

corresponding values for the standard Z9077 (12.2 × 103 M-1 cm-1) , N33 (14.5 × 103 M-1 cm-1) 

and N719 (14.2 ×103 M-1 cm-1) sensitizers. The exceptional efficiency is 11% for C10111 and 

14% for CYC-B1 proving that the thiophene moieties attached to the ancillary bipyridine 

ligand can enhance the light-harvesting capacity of these complexes by stepping up their molar 

absorptivity and red-shifting their spectral response, which leads to the improvement of the 

overall efficiency. Introducing a sulfur atom between the alkyl substituent and the thiophene 

ring might lead to an increase of the molar extinction coefficients and a shift of the absorption 

spectra to the NIR, as well as an enhanced electronic transition dipole momentum, yielding an 

increase in the absorption coefficient of the MLCT band. This is the case for C106 compared 

to C101, and also for CYC-B11 compared to CYC-B1. The ε values of C106 and CYC-B11 
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increased by 19% and 14% respectively higher than the corresponding value of C101 and 

CYC-B1. Promisingly, CYC-B11 achieved a power conversion efficiency of 11.5%, 3% 

higher than that of CYC-B1 and the cell η value of C106 also augmented up to 11.4% 

compared to its analogue. 

Thiocyanate (SCN) ligands have been employed as an electron-donating groups in the most 

efficient DSSCs since 19933. However, many attempts have been made to prepare the 

thiocyanate-free Ru-based sensitizers on the grounds that the SCN groups are thought to be the 

weakest part of Ru complexes from a point of view of chemical stability. Replacement of the 

thiocyanate group with cyclometalated group was taken into consideration (Fig 3.5). 

 

Figure 3.5 Molecular structure of Ru1, Ru2, Ru3. 

Wadman et al. reported a new class of molecular sensitizers (Ru1), [Ru(C∧N∧N)-(N∧N∧N)] 

type, as a result of their broad and red-shifted visible absorption in comparison to the analogous 

[Ru(N^N^N)2] type coordinative complexes14. Another example of thiocyanate-free Ru 

sensitizer was reported by Grätzel and coworkers in 2009, Bis(4,4′-dicarboxy-2,2′-bipyridine) 

2-(2,4-Difluorophenyl)pyridine Ruthenium(II) (Ru2), it exhibited a remarkable IPCE value of 

83% and gave rise to a device with 10.1% efficiency15. A series of asymmetrical bis-tridentate-

cyclometalated Ru(II) complexes (Ru3) bearing terminal triphenylamine substituents was 

reported in 2011 by Robson and co-workers. The devices provided an efficiency of up to 8% 

using one of this class of complexes16. 
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In 1993, A. Kay and M. Grätzel published their pioneering work on the design of a new copper 

meso porphyrin dye sensitizer, mesoporphyrin IX dye with an overall efficiency of 2.6%19. 

The IPCE value is 83% at Soret peak around 400 nm, which correspond to nearly unity 

quantum efficiency of charge separation when light reflection losses were taken into account. 

The authors also pointed out that the use of co-absorber, for example, cholanic acids was found 

to significantly prevent unfavorable dye aggregation. 

In 2000, Durrant and co-workers compared different electron injection and charge 

recombination properties of dye N3, TCPP (tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin) and 

ZnTCPP (tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrinato]zinc(II)) (Fig 3.7)20. These three dyes were 

selected since they exhibit large differences in their oxidation potentials and photophysics, 

while retaining similar carboxylate groups for binding to the TiO2 surface. It was found that 

the large differences mentioned above have rather little influence upon the interfacial electron 

transfer kinetics observed following adsorption of these dyes to the nanocrystalline TiO2 films.  

The kinetics of electron injection into the TiO2 conduction band are found to be ultrafast for all 

three sensitizer dyes, while similarly the recombination kinetics were only weakly sensitive to 

the identity of the sensitizer dye. The paper demonstrated that the kinetics of charge injection 

and recombination of porphyrin-based dyes are very similar to those of Ru polypyridyl 

complexes, paving the way for the design and study of various numerous porphyrin-based 

molecules as sensitizers for DSSC. 
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Figure 3.7 Molecular structure of Mesoporphyrin IX, TCPP, ZnTCPP, ZnTXPSCA, ZnTPPSCA. 

In 2004, a series of porphyrin dyes with different central metal ions (Cu(II) or Zn(II)) and 

different anchoring groups (-COOH or -PO3H2) was reported by Nazeeruddin et al.21. The 

study demonstrated that Zn containing diamagnetic porphyrin sensitizers showed much 

higher IPCE values than those observed for the Cu containing paramagnetic 

metalloporphyrins for porphyrin sensitizers with carboxylic anchoring groups. In addition, 

the devices based on a carboxylate anchoring group showed higher efficiencies than those 

with a phosphonic acid. ZnTXPSCA has the highest conversion efficiency of 4.8%. 
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A possible strategy to enhance the performances of porphyrins-based sensitizers proposed at 

the same time is to functionalize the porphyrin macrocycle at the meso- and β- positions. In 

2004, Jolley and co-workers published another variety of β-carboxylic substituted 

porphyrin monomers and multi-porphyrin arrays to evaluate their performance in the dye-

sensitized TiO2 solar cell22. A β-substituted monoporphyrin carboxylic acid derivative with a 

conjugated linker, 4-trans-2′-(2″-(5″,10″,15″,20″-tetraphenylporphyrinato zinc(II)yl)ethen-1′-

yl)-1-benzoic acid (named as ZnTPPSCA, Fig 3.7) showed significant advantage over any 

antenna-type of multi-porphyrin arrays giving IPCEmax = 80% and an overall efficiency of 

4.2%. It should be mentioned that the dye ZnTXPSCA (4.8%) with xylyl group has a higher 

conversion efficiency than that of ZnTPPSCA (4.1%) with phenyl group proving again that 

preventing aggregation help improve the efficiency of the devices.  

In 2005, a series of novel zinc metalloporphyrins was published by Grätzel and co-workers 

demonstrating that the performance of porphyrin-based cells can be greatly improved by 

choosing the right linker and binding group23. The dye cyano-3-(2’-(5’,10’,15’,20’-

tetraphenylporphyrinato zinc(II))yl)-acrylic acid coded as Zn-3, a combination of a conjugated 

ethenyl or diethenyl linker in the b-pyrrolic position and a carboxylate binding group that gives 

cell efficiencies of up to 5.2%. Density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT 

(TDDFT) calculations revealed that the LUMOs (key molecular orbitals) of Zn-3 was 

stabilized and extended out onto the substituent through π-conjugation, causing enhancement 

and red shift of visible transitions and increasing the possibility of electron transfer from the 

substituent. Later, Officer et al. reported synthesis, electronic, and photovoltaic properties of 

novel green porphyrin sensitizers, the efficiency of which are all over 5%.24 The malonic acid 

was used as anchoring group and the peripheral functional groups were modified from phenyl 

to methylphenyl, ethylphenyl, butylphenyl, octylphenyl and dimethylphenyl groups. The 

sensitizers DYE 2 with the 4-methylphenyl groups gave the best cell efficiency of 7.1%. 

Besides the choice of anchoring group, the study conducted by Bignozzi and co-workers 

indicated that the substitution position of anchoring groups influences IPCE, thus the overall 

efficiency of the devices as well. 
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Figure 3.8 Molecular structure of Zn-3 and DYE 2. 

A series of acene-modified zinc porphyrins (benzene to pentacene, Fig 3.9) was prepared by 

C.-Y. Lin et al. to study the effect of introducing additional π-chromophore into the molecular 

backbone25. It was demonstrated that porphyrin absorption spectra can be significantly affected 

by including acenes into the π-conjugation system. The broadening of the absorption bands by 

anthracene led to an effective minimization of the gap between B and Q bands of LAC-3 giving 

the highest efficiency of 5.4%. The poor performance of LAC-5 was due to the inefficient 

electron injection from LAC-5 to TiO2 resulting from rapid non-radiative relaxation of the 

molecule in the singlet excited state. As a continuous effort, the same group reported several 

new zinc porphyrin sensitizers modified by a series of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon substituents 

on meso position, such as phenylethynyl, naphthalenylethynyl, anthracenylethynyl, 

phenanthrenylethynyl or pyrenylethynyl26. A device based on pyrene-bearing zinc porphyrin, 

coded as LD4 showed an improved photovoltaic performance, giving an overall efficiency of 

10.1% due to the enhanced light harvesting ability broadly covering the entire visible region. 
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Figure 3.9 Molecular structure of LAC-3, LD4, LAC-5. 

As the modification of the meso-position of porphyrin was proved to be an effective approach 

to improve the efficiency of DSSCs, Imahori and co-workers synthesized new porphyrin dyes 

with different π systems of 5-memebered heteroaromatic rings, such as thienyl and furyl to 

evaluate the effect of spacers on the photovoltaic properties of the solar cells27. Modifications 

including altering heteroelement of the bridge, in this case sulfur vs oxygen or switching the 

position of the anchoring group, 4- vs 5- position were found to have important effects on the 

dye adsorption behavior and saturated coverage on the TiO2 surface. Particularly, dye Zn-5S 

(Fig 3.10) showed the highest IPCE of 65% and the highest efficiency of 3.1% due to the 

additional electron-transfer pathway through specific interaction between the sulfur atom 

inherent in the bridge and the TiO2 surface. Continuously, they further developed two series of 

π-elongated dyes, naphthyl-fused porphyrins28 and quinoxaline-fused porphyrins29, which 

improved efficiencies to 5%.  

In 2009, Tan and co-workers reported a novel series of thiophene-linked porphyrin derivatives 

with D–π–A structure, as the porphyrin plays the role of donor and cyanoacrylic acid acted as 

acceptor and anchoring group30. In order to reduce aggregation between neighboring 

porphyrins on the TiO2 surface by sterically hindering the porphyrin core, three methylphenyl 
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groups are introduced.  The thiophene units were found capable to improve the light-harvesting 

property of porphyrin dyes, however the length of thiophene as well as the alkyl chain should 

be controlled because of their influence on electron transport efficiency. The device based on 

PZn-hT obtained a maximum power conversion efficiency of 5.1% and a maximum IPCE value 

of 72%. 

 

Figure 3.10 Molecular structure of Zn5S and PZn-hT.	
A milestone in the field of porphyrin sensitizers for DSSCs is the concept of push-pull 

porphyrins. The macrocycle serves as π-spacer between an electron donor group and an 

electron acceptor group, which is beneficial to extend optical absorption and to harvest a larger 

fraction of solar photons. The Diau’s group has done a lot of work on the development of push-

pull porphyrins to further optimize the efficiency of the DSSC devices.31 An efficiency of 10.2% 

was obtained by one of the porphyrin sensitizers they designed in 201 coded as LD14 (Fig 

3.11), which possesses two phenyl groups at meso-positions of the macrocycle bearing two 

ortho-substituted long alkoxyl chains. The authors believed that the functionalization the ortho 

position with long alkoxy-chains (four dodecoxyl chains of LD14) play a key role in wrapping 

the porphyrin core that prevents dye aggregation effectively and forms a blocking layer on the 

TiO2 surface, as well as in delaying charge recombination in the electrolyte/TiO2 interface.  

A promising strategy to optimize the push-pull porphyrin dyes is the usage of diarylamino 

groups as strong electron donating units. In 2009, a series of Zn porphyrins sensitizers with an 

electron-donating diarylamino group attached at the meso position of the porphyrin ring 
phenylethynyl carboxyl anchoring group which also acts as acceptor to study the effect of 
diarylamino groups on dye aggregation and electron injection32. Compared to similar systems 
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without diarylamino groups, it was found that the diarylamino group can not only extend the 
absorption spectrally but also push the excited electrons spatially toward the TiO2 film for an 

improved charge separation. An efficiency of 6.8% was achieved for the devices sensitized 

with YD2 (Fig 3.11). Later, Grätzel and co-workers published an unprecedent efficiency of 11% 

using YD2 as a result of device optimization33. The introduction of various diarylamino groups 

in the porphyrin was also investigated by Imahori group to evaluate the effects of substituent 

number and position of the diarylamino groups on the optical, electrochemical, and 

photovoltaic properties of the porphyrins. The light harvesting properties were improved in the 

visible region by increasing the number of the diarylamino groups: the Soret band widens and 

slightly blue-shifts, while a new band appears at 450–500 nm and the Q band shifts toward 

longer wavelengths34. The sensitizer ZnPBAT with ameliorated molecular structure exhibited 

an overall efficiency of 10% validating the author’s idea that the molecular design concept 

based on the push–pull enhancement by the asymmetric substitution will be useful for further 

improving cell performance in DSSCs. One year later, Yeh and co-workers prepared several 

new novel porphyrin-based dyes by functionalizing the meso or b position by a carboxylic acid 

with different expanded π-system. The authors summarized three important points. Firstly, the 

introduction of tert-butyl groups onto phenyl rings help suppress the formation of dye 

aggregates on the TiO2 surface. Secondly, the extension of π conjugation of the porphyrin ring 

led to broadening and red-shift the Soret and Q bands, and thus improved light-harvesting effect. 

Lastly, the introduction of an electron-donating group in the meso-position of the porphyrin 

ring could enhance the charge-separation capability. The device based on a diarylamino-

substituted porphyrin sensitizer DYE 5 exhibited an overall efficiency of 6%, the first sensitizer 

with a performance comparable to that of an N3-based DSSC35. 
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Figure 3.11 Molecular structure of LD14, YD2, ZnPBAT, DYE 5. 

Despite high efficiencies of devices based on typical porphyrin D–π–A sensitizers comprising 

dialkylamine or diarylamine donors in conjunction with an ethynylbenzoic acid acceptor, the 

use of strong acceptor to further improve the performances of devices was barely investigated. 

In 2011, a dye (coded as YD2-o-C8, Fig 3.12) that combines many of previously studied 

concepts such as the functionalization with long alkoxy chain to prevent the aggregation of 

dyes, the design push-pull system by using diarylamino group was proposed by Yella et al.36. 

Furthermore, energy losses between the energy of the dye HOMO and the electrolyte redox 

potential were minimized while maximizing the VOC (0.965 V) by replacing the conventional 

redox couple I-/I3- with CoII/III tris(bipyridyl) complex. A remarkable efficiency of 11.9% was 

obtained. In 2014, an impressive efficiency of 12.75% was achieved by a new porphyrin 

sensitizer named as SM315 (Fig 3.12),37 of which the structure is similar to YD2-o-C8, but 

with a benzothiadiazole (BTD) moiety incorporated as acceptor, also as part of the π-

conjugated linker. Compared to the molecule without BTD, SM315’s Soret and A-Q-band 

absorbance has significantly broadened, increasing the light harvesting between 500-600 nm 

and up to 800 nm. The enhancement in light harvesting consequently resulted in an improved 
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Figure 3.16 Number of publications containing in the title the word triphenylamine (a) the words triphenylamine 

and solar cells (c). Total of citations for papers containing in the title the word triphenylamine (b) the words 

triphenylamine and solar cells (d). 

Among TAAs, the triphenylamine (TPA) has been widely used as an electron donor in the 

sensitizer since it offers a number of competitive advantages: the prominent electron donating 

ability, excellent hole transport capability which could be argued that TPA can form a stable 

radical cation after oxidation. Furthermore, TPA could locate and separate the cationic charge 

from TiO2 surface leading to effective restriction of the recombination process between the 

injected electrons in TiO2 and the excited dye (back electron transfer), thus achieving higher 

rates of charge separation and collection. Another important factor is its propeller starburst 

molecular structure with a non-planar configuration. As shown in the Figure 3.17 below the 

three benzene rings of the triphenylamine group are mutually twisted, and the triphenylamine 

and π-conjugated groups also have certain distortion angles. The non-planar structure of the 

a	 b	

c	 d	
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Figure 3.18 Molecular structure of e5, f1. 

Li and co-workers also found that introduction of a CH2=CH- group into the TPA unit exhibited 

better photovoltaic performance by comparing the performance of DSSCs based on TPAR4 

(5.84%) and TPAR1 (4.32%), due to the increase of the electron-density donor moiety (Fig 

3.19)58. 

	
Figure 3.19 Molecular structure of TPAR1, TPAR4, TPAR14. 

It has been shown that a bathochromic shift and broadening of the absorption range as well as 

enhanced absorptivity and high thermal stability can be obtained by incorporating additional 

electron rich units to form D-D-π-A configurations59 Moreover, the introduction of the 

secondary electron transfer function is a possible alternative to retard the interfacial charge-

recombination dynamics and to retain efficient light-induced charge separation, as 

demonstrated by the improved performance of DSSCs based on TPAR14 (6.27%, Fig 3.19) 

than that of TPAR1 (4.32%)60. 

Adjustments can also be performed in the π bridge part including extension and substitution of 

the π spacer (Fig 3.20). The expansion of the π-conjugation between donor and acceptor 

moieties can contribute to the improvement of PCE. Indeed, the intramolecular charge transfer 

is strongly dependent on the ability of density of charge to be shifted from the donor to the 
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acceptor group. This property can be greatly induced by conjugation that allows a large 

delocalization of the charge. A better conjugation leads consequently to a bathochromic shift 

of the maximum absorption as well as an increase in the JSC which is related to the electron 

injection efficiency and to the light harvesting efficiency. Following this idea, great effort was 

dedicated to enlarging the effective conjugation of the dye. In comparison with e1 (386 nm)55, 

e561 (415 nm) and e6 (473 nm)62 with thiophene and bithiophene showed significantly red-

shifted absorption maximums, and both dyes exhibited also better overall efficiencies with 

IPCE values of 4.1% and 6.2%, respectively. Triple bond-, 3,4-ethylenedixoythiophene-, 

benzotriazole-, cyclopentadithiophen-based sensitizers were also studied. 

 

Figure 3.20 Molecular structure of e1, e5, e6. 

Substituent effect on the π-linkers in triphenylamine sensitizers have been investigated. 

Significant differences in the redox potential in these dyes resulted from small structure 

changes are observed (Fig 3.21). Although bathochromic shift of absorption spectra was 

obtained, the decreasing molar extinction coefficients (ε) of the dyes with substitutes on the 

phenylene subunit could cause the dissatisfactory light harvesting efficiency, which leads to 

lower photocurrent. Furthermore, the electron-withdrawing substitutes on the phenylene 

subunit may be the barrier of the electron injection into TiO2 CB and thus show a lower η value. 

TPC1 showed the highest solar-to-electricity conversion efficiency (5.33%). Therefore, the 

substituted phenylene with electron-withdrawing units in dyes affords a negative effect on the 

DSSCs performances. In contrast, the PCE was improved by 0.5% when an electron-donating 

group, the methoxy group was introduced, as reported by Kim and co-workers.  

	
Figure 3.21 Molecular structure of TPC1, TPC2, TPC3, TPC5, TA-DM-CA. 
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For the purpose of restricting the recombination between the injected electrons in TiO2 and 

cations in the electrolyte, a series of sensitizers were published in 2015 by Lin and co-workers 

including NPT2 and NPT5 (Fig 3.22)63. NPT5 exhibited an exceptional efficiency of 7.9% 

better than that of NPT2, mainly for two reasons. NPT5 has broader and longer wavelength 

absorptions and the most effective dark-current suppression. Obviously, the incorporation of 

the hexyl substituent on the thiophene ring is beneficial to dark-current suppression. 

	
Figure 3.22 Molecular structure of NPT2, NPT5. 

Although it is particularly interesting to increase the π-conjugation which shifts the maximum 

absorption and thus increases the JSC, there is not a clear relationship between these two 

parameters. A large study conducted on more than 100 TPA dyes reveals that the dyes showing 

a redshifted maximum absorption are interesting to obtain high JSC, but the relationship is far 

to be linear (Fig 3.23)64. 

 

Figure 3.23 Non-correlation between JSC and the maximum absorption wavelength for several TPA-based dyes. 

In the interest of the injection of electrons from to the dye into the conduction band of the metal 

oxide, it is crucial to immobilize the dye molecules on to the surface of semiconducting metal 
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dye ADCBZ was covalently linked to the HTM through an ester group (Figure 4.1). When in 

situ photopolymerization is carried out using this dye, the photocurrent measured was high, 

indicating a good electron transfer process from the dye to the TiO2 nanoporous material. 

However, the efficiency of the cell using this dye is not as high as expected, and the low 

efficiency of the generated photocurrent was attributed to the electron back transfer from the 

TiO2 nanoporous materials to the dye via the oxygen atoms of the two ester groups, that were 

suggested to be probably located close to the TiO2 surface. This configuration generates other 

supplementary binding sites to the TiO2 surface and results in an important back electron 

transfer process at the dye/TiO2 interface. 

	
Figure 3.24 Schematic representation of dye ADCBZ. 

As such, in order limit the back-electron transfer generated by the ester group and to improve 

the efficiency of ss-DSSC, we aim at synthesizing new compounds in this work that contain 

the sensitizer and the redox unit linked together with all-carbon covalent bonds to increase the 

regeneration of the dye after the injection of the electrons into the semi-conductor. Following 

this idea, we plan to develop two dyes based on the L1 core on which a carbazole unit is grafted 

as a precursor for the redox polymer. We are aware that the absorption properties do not fill 

the requirement for light harvesting in the near infrared region since the L1 compound absorbs 

at 430 nm. However, our aim is to demonstrate that the covalent bond linking the sensitizer 

and the redox mediator allows us to develop DSSCs that show reasonable performance (PCE 

or IPCE). With this proof of concept, it could be possible to tune the absorption spectrum as 

well as the HOMO and LUMO levels of the dye by variation using substitution of the donor, 

π-bridge and acceptor moieties leading to improved light harvesting properties. 
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of electro-oxidation of the carbazole unit. This will lead to one covalent link per dye unit and 

the produced polymer (see the schematic representation in Figure 4.4). 

	
Figure 3.27 Molecular structures of the ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 organic D-π-A dyes covalently linked to the 

carbazole monomer. The structure of L1 is displayed for comparison. 

The electroactive group, the carbazole unit which undergoes copolymerization with monomer 

precursor in solution, here bis-EDOT, solubilized in organic electrolyte after adsorption of each 

of new dyes on the TiO2 semiconductor. This approach should produce, inside the TiO2 

nanopores, a copolymer of bis-EDOT and carbazole unit covalently linked to the dye. The 

carbazole monomer acts evidently as electropolymerizable linker to the poly-bisEDOT used as 

HTM. The carbazole moiety has the advantages (i) to be an economical material, (ii) to have 

an excellent electron donating character, (iii) in which the nitrogen group can be easily 

substituted, (iv) where different substituents can be introduced, (v) to exhibit high thermal and 

photochemical stability, and (vi) can be easily electropolymerized. The oxidation of carbazoles 

results in the generation of relatively stable radical cations providing the poly(3,6-carbazole), 

where the repeat units in the polymer chain are linked at the 3- and 6-positions of the ring (see 

Figure 4.5). However, the resulting polymer is generally a dimer due to the stability of the 

biscarbazylium radical cations. Therefore, different approaches have been proposed to get a 

polymer of higher molecular weight. In this work, a co-polymerization of carbazole with bis-

EDOT has been performed. This combination can give rise to a co-polymer possessing 

interesting properties with respect to the corresponding homopolymers as reported by the 

Sotzing group.71 The N-substituent linking the TPA moiety to the monomer is an unsaturated 

alkyl chain. This configuration is used with the interest of maintaining the electronic properties 

of the dye and of the electroactive group which is demonstrated by Houarner-Rassin and co-

workers.72 
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Scheme 3.5 Mechanism of Wittig reaction under general conditions. 

However, there are certain problems with the usual experimental method according to previous 

work by Dr. Annette Delices. The reaction was firstly tested by varying solvents and bases, but 

the starting materiel aldehyde was still present in all cases. It can thus be suggested that 

formation of ylide is not completed. In consequence, the reaction between the phosphonium 

salts and one chosen base, t-BuOK was exclusively studied. The NMR spectrum of 

phosphorous shows that no trace of desired product, the ylide, leading to the conclusion that an 

elimination reaction takes place in preference to the olefination in this case by applying the 

usual experimental method. Therefore, the reverse procedure is put into practice; the aldehyde 

and the phosphonium salts were firstly mixed together, and the base was added at last. 

Preparation of homo-Wittig and hetero-Wittig products 

 

Scheme 3.6 Synthesis of mono-Wittig Product. 

One aldehyde of 4,4’-(4-iodophenylazanediyl)dibenzaldehyde was easily olefinated through 

Wittig reaction to give mono-Wittig product (compound 12) in 70% yield. According to the 
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NMR spectrum, both the geometric isomers of 12 were obtained in a ratio of about 3/7. 

However, the other one was stable enough even if the corresponding ylide was used in excess 

(2.4 equivalents). Indeed, the double olefination, very interesting to us by itself, has never 

occurred under different test conditions shown below.  

Table 3.1 Screening various condition of homo-Wittig product. 

Base Solvent Temperature 

t-BuOK DCM Room temperature 

t-BuOK DCM Reflux (» 40 °C) 

t-BuOK THF Room temperature 

t-BuOK THF Reflux (» 66 °C) 

NaH DCM Room temperature 

NaH DCM Reflux (» 40 °C) 

NaH THF Room temperature 

NaH THF Reflux (» 66 °C) 

 

 

Scheme 3.7 Synthesis of bis-Wittig product. 

We next studied the reactivity of the second aldehyde function towards a different ylide. To 

our amazing surprise, the compound 13a was isolated in 94% yield. This indicated that the 

second aldehyde function was not inert towards all types of ylides. Encouraged by this 

observation, a new Wittig olefination was tested with the compounds 2 and 7 in the same 

conditions as for the formation of 13a. Unfortunately, no reaction has taken place at all. Other 
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ylides with various substituted benzyl groups were submitted to this ylide-selective Wittig 

olefination and the compounds 13b-d were formed with no surprise, in 46-100% yield. The 

intriguing reactivity of the second aldehyde opens opportunities for new design of dyes with 

interesting functional groups acting as attractor, or donor, or anchoring group. 

Final steps 

 

Scheme 3.8 Suzuki-Miyaura coupling to form 14e-f. 

Only the compound 13a was engaged in the following preparation of the dyes 14e-f. It was 

coupled to commercial 5-formylthiophene-2-boronic acid or 7 under Suzuki’s conditions and 

the compounds 14e-f were isolated in 69% and 76% yields respectively.  

 

Scheme 3.9 Aldolization to form 15e-f. 
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The last step of the synthesis pathway corresponds to a condensation between 14e-f and 

cyanoacetic acid, followed by dehydration to furnish the target dyes 15e-f. in 74% and 77% 

yields. 
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oxidation wave with a very small current for the reduction wave. This indicates that the 

carbazole moiety in both dyes undergoes irreversible oxidation reaction which is suitable for 

in-situ photopolymerization. The small reduction current probably corresponds to the 

reversible redox reaction of the TPA core. 

Besides, since the HOMO energy is determined from the onset of the oxidation potential 

(Eonset,ox),11,13,14 the CVs show an Eonset,ox at 0.830 V vs. Ag/AgCl for L1 dye, which is the 

highest onset oxidation potential with a corresponding HOMO energy of EHOMO,L1 = -5.29 eV. 

The Eonset,ox is located at 0.800 V vs. Ag/AgCl for ZJX4015 and at 0.720 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 

ZJX4041 corresponding to EHOMO = -5.27 eV for ZJX4015 and to  EHOMO = -5.24 eV for 

ZJX4041. These low values highlight the importance of the carbazole donor substituent on the 

TPA core in decreasing Eonset,ox of both dyes ZJX4015 and ZJX4041. It is necessary to outline 

that, to achieve correct PEP process on dye TiO2 modified electrodes, the Eonset,ox values of the 

dyes must be higher than the bis-EDOT monomer oxidation potential in order to allow its 

oxidation. Both CVs show that this is still the case for both dyes in organic solvent with Eonset,ox 

(bis-EDOT) = 0.57 V. 										 	
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Figure 4.8 Cyclic voltammetry curves of dye sensitized TiO2 electrodes carried out in acetonitrile. 
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each dye, the average of the performances of the cells based on each dye is also listed in the 

same table. This average value depends on several parameters, which are not related to the dye 

structures but depend on the cell’s fabrication process. Indeed, in order to minimize these 

differences, all the cells were performed using a unique starting FTO modified glass wafer. 

The process consists to deposit TiO2 blocking layer and TiO2 nano porous material using the 

same conditions as well as the dye soaking time for adsorption and the same thickness of 

deposited polymer layer. Nevertheless, some differences between the obtained photo-

electrodes inevitably remain even if the process applied is the same. 

The results in Table 4.2 show very interesting results obtained with ss-DSSCs using each of 

the dyes. Indeed, one important result is that under the same conditions, the efficiency of the 

ss-DSSCs based on each dye is largely higher than efficiency of ss-DSSCs based on L1 dye. 

These results already allow to claim clearly and easily that the strategy proposed to remove the 

physical interface by establishing a covalent bond between the dye and the HTM in order to 

decrease the energy barrier of charge transfer between both components is even more topical.16–

18 This has been already demonstrated by the work described in the PhD thesis of Annette 

Délices from the laboratory,6 and our results confirm this statement. Furthermore, we can also 

state obviously that changing the ester group by an alkyl chain in the two new synthesized 

metal-free organic dyes leads to a better result in ss-DSSCs efficiency. Indeed, the efficiency 

obtained in previous results of the group when the dye and the HTM are linked by an ester 

group,6 is lower than those obtained in our case where the linker corresponds to an alkyl chain. 

The highest efficiency obtained using each of the new dyes containing alkyl chain, is 

undoubtedly due to the less electron back transfer from the TiO2 nanoporous materials to the 

dye which occurs via the oxygen atoms when the ester groups is present in the starting dye 

molecule. 

Another interesting result must be outlined which corresponds to the efficiency differences 

between the ss-DSSCs based on the new dyes. In fact, the efficiency obtained for ss-DSSCs 

based on ZJX4041 dye are a little higher than those obtained for ss-DSSCs based on ZJX4015 

dye. This efficiency improvement is only due to the structure difference between the two dyes 

since all the devices elaboration procedure is identical except this molecular structure 

difference corresponding to the replacement of the hydrogen atom in the third position of the 

thiophene ring in the structure of ZJX4015 dye by one hexyl side chain in ZJX4041 dye. This 

idea has already been proposed by several authors.19 For example, Ito and co-workers 

developed an efficient indoline dye with a rhodanine framework substituted with n-octyl to 
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suppress the dye π-stacked aggregation on the semiconductor surface and obtained a 9.5% 

efficiency.20 Moreover, endowing the	sensitizer with an octyl chain can effectively suppress 

electron recombination between electrons in the conduction band of TiO2 and electrolyte, 

resulting in higher open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current.21 Dyes in Figure 4.10 are two 

examples of the molecular optimization with alkyl chains.22 The introduction of long alkyl 

chains into thiophene π-bridge of dyes in Figure 4.10 can enhance the tolerance toward water 

in the electrolytes. A 139-based DSC with volatile electrolyte yielded an overall conversion 

efficiency of 8.6%, whereas the conversion efficiency of the same sensitizer-based DSC with 

a solvent-free ionic-liquid electrolyte was 7% under AM 1.5 G. Remarkably, the solar cells 

based on these dyes fabricated using a solvent-free ionic-liquid electrolyte exhibited an 

excellent stability under light soaking at 60 °C for 1000 h. Also, the introduction of long alkyl 

chains into dimethylfluorenylamino units can improve the photovoltaic performance and 

stability of the organic dyes.23 This strategy is valid with structures of new dyes even though 

the resulting conducting polymer (used as HTM) is linked to the dye. 					
	
The data obtained just after cells preparation and results obtained three months later on the 

same cells are presented in Table 4.2. We can observe that the efficiency of the cells obtained 

3 months later is much higher than those obtained just after cells preparation. This is a very 

interesting result, since aging of DSSCs is a very important issue and for example in cells based 

on I3-/I- as HTM, which suffer from electrolyte leakage problems, efficiency decreases very 

quickly with aging. Considering our DSSCs based on conducting polymers used as HTM, the 

improvement of the efficiency with aging could be due to the solvent evaporation over time. 

Indeed, when the polymer photo-deposition is carried out, the polymer layer contains enough 

solvent to enhance charge transfer in both directions at the two interfaces polymer/ dye and dye 

/ TiO2. This probably results in high electron back transfer from the TiO2 nanoporous materials 

to the dye and to the polymer. As time goes by, solvent evaporation occurs in the HTM material 
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Figure 4.10 Molecular structure of dyes with alkyl chains JK-45 and JK-46. 
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resistances values obtained for the two dyes are comparable, the resistance value R1 for the 

ZJX4041 based device showed in table 4.3 is a little higher than that of ZJX4015 based device 

as showed in table 4.3, this was expected since the current decrease (Figure 4.9) is more 

important when ZJX4041 dye is used which indicates that a more resistive film is obtained 

with this dye in PEP process. Nevertheless, the fact that the resistance value R1 is a little higher 

for ZJX4041-based device than that obtained for ZJX4015 dye based one is intriguing. Indeed, 

the PCE of the latter device is lower (3.96%) than the PCE for the ZJX4015-based device 

(4.77%). These contradictory results may be explained by the luminescence results which 

indicate that the excited state of dye ZJX4015 may decrease through non-radiative decay. This 

non-radiative decay is harmful for the device light conversion efficiency when it is a possible 

decay, and it is equivalent to a back electron transfer from the TiO2 to the excited dye. This 

reduces relatively the efficiency of the device based on this dye. 

The results obtained in the frequency region 1 to 103 Hz correspond to the measured resistance 

R2 value attributed to FTO-TiO2/dye/HTM interface, and the R2 value for devices based on the 

new dyes are a little different and correspond to (518 Ω) for ZJX4015 and (715 Ω) for 

ZJX4041. These results indicate that the charge transfer at the FTO-TiO2/dye/HTM interface 

is a little efficient in the device based on ZJX4041 dye than that based on ZJX4015 dye. Again, 

we can think that the aggregation phenomenon of ZJX4015 dye may lead to a relative decrease 

of the resistance of the device based on this dye when compared to that of the device based on 

ZJX4041 dye. But this aggregation increases the back electron transfer and may decrease the 

photo-conversion efficiency of the ss-DSSC based on ZJX4015 dye. 

Table 4.3 Parameters	Obtained	by	Fitting	the	Impedance	Spectra	of	PEDOT/DSCs	Shown	in	Figure	4.11	Using	the	Equivalent	Circuit		
Dye R0 Ohm R1 Ohm C1 /F R2 Ohm C2/F 

L1 9 192 3.90 x 10-6 93 0.45 x 10-6 

ZJX4041 26 156 0.280 x 10-6 715 1.143 x 10-6 

ZJX4015 55 101 0.165 10-6 428 3.181 x 10-6 		 	
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This chapter is concerned with the characterization of the two dyes ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 

(see Figure 5.1). These two molecular systems are based on the triphenylamine unit carrying 

three groups with a well-defined role. The cyanoacrylic acid unit acts as an anchoring group 

on the semiconductor and the thiophene unit provides an additional conjugation to shift the 

absorption of triphenylamine in the visible region. The styryl group also adds an additional 

conjugation to shift the absorption of the triphenylamine core to the red region of the spectrum. 

Finally, the carbazole group linked to TPA via an alkyl chain is an active and polymerizable 

redox unit which serves as the precursor of the hole transporting moiety to regenerate the dye. 

It should be noted that the alkyl chain connecting the carbazole unit to the core of the dye has 

three carbons, which gives it a certain flexibility and enables different positions of the carbazole 

unit in space to be envisaged. This point will be analyzed and illustrated in the theoretical part. 

The properties of these two original dyes will be compared with those of the reference 

compound L1. 

Along the experimental studies detailed in chapter 4, it appears that a fine understanding about 

the electronic structures and properties of the molecular dyes studied in the thesis of great 

importance to establish a structure-property relationship. For that purpose, theoretical 

calculations, especially quantum calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) are 

useful to study the geometries, electronic structure, absorption and emission spectra and 

photovoltaic performances for organic dyes. The quantum chemical methods are become well 

used in the context of DSSCs can provide semi-quantitative information about the efficiency 

of sensitizers. Compared to experiment effort, computational chemistry methods are 

inexpensive alternative of synthesis methods. In this chapter we reported results obtained on 

the newly synthetized dyes using DFT and time dependent density functional theory (TD-

DFT). Computational details are reported in supplementary materials. 

As already explained in Chapter 2, the working principle of the DSSCs is based on light 

absorption in a dye anchored on TiO2 anatase nanoparticles, followed by transfer of the 

photoelectron from the dye to the wide-bandgap semiconductor and through the transparent 

conducting oxide to the external load; at the counter electrode, the redox polymer should 

facilitate the transport of the electron back to the dye and the regeneration of the sensitizer, 

through reduction of the polymer at the counter electrode, followed by oxidation of the polymer 

by the dye. The efficiency of the photovoltaic device depends strongly upon the dye and the 

HTM in use.  
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Regarding the dye, the basic structure of most of the organic dye used in DSSCs is made of 

donor (D), bridge (a π spacer) and an acceptor (A) moieties. All these units are combined 

together through covalent bonds to ensure the overlap of π orbitals in the D-π-A configuration 

and to promote a photoinduced intra-molecular charge transfer (ICT). Therefore, the important 

factors that influence the sensitization of the photovoltaic cell are: 

i. A high harvesting ability of the dye to get a substantial photocurrent response, which is 

in connection with an intense absorption in the visible part of the spectrum. 

ii. The conjugation across the donor and acceptor determines the charge transfer (CT) 

character of the electronic transition in the visible region. 

iii. The excited state redox potential of the dye should match the energy of the conduction 

band (CB) edge of the semi-conductor. 

iv. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) must fit the HTM redox potential, and 

the lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO) has to be higher in energy than the conduction 

band edge of the semiconductor. 

v. The electronic coupling strength between dye’s LUMO and semiconductor CB is also 

a key property for an efficient electron injection form the dye onto the semiconductor 

surface. A strong adsorption to the semiconductor surface through anchoring groups is 

necessary. Furthermore, a fast charge transfer from the dye to the substrate, with low 

loss of photoelectrons is required. 

In this context, quantum chemistry molecular techniques offer a competitive and alternative 

way for the understanding of the properties of the molecules. Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

is recognized as a well-established method of choice to study the electronic structure of organic 

dye while for UV/Vis calculations, the most popular approach employed remains the time-

dependent Density functional Theory (TD-DFT) which provide accurate results with a 

reasonable computational effort. Furthermore, in the last years, considerable progress has been 

made to predict the excited state energy of large molecules with reasonable accuracies of a few 

tenths of an eV, allowing for the description not only of the absorption spectrum of the dye, 

but also of the more complex system consisting of the dye and the TiO2 cluster. In this part we 

illustrate the applicability of the DFT and TD-DFT methods to study the synthetized dyes as 

free molecules and also ones adsorbed on TiO2 clusters. The results will be compared to the 

reference L1 dye for which similar DFT and TD-DFT calculations have been done. The 

structure of L1 can be divided into the three basic components: TPA as donor, thiophene as 

linker and cyanoacrylic acid as acceptor. In both new dyes, the thiophene linker and 
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cyanoacrylic acid acceptor groups of L1 are maintained but the proton at 3-position on the 

thiophene ring is replaced by a hexadecyl alkyl chain in the structure of ZJX4041 structure. 

Moreover, the TPA donor part is strongly modified with 1-pentene chain terminating by a 

carbazole and styryl group is added on the second phenyl group. 

 

	
Figure 5.1 Structures of compounds ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 studied in this chapter. 

The compound ZJX4041 differs from ZJX4015 by the addition of a 6-carbon alkyl chain to 

thiophene, which is an important structural element in preventing aggregation between dyes 

and thus limiting unwanted radiative de-excitation processes. Indeed, some research groups 

have demonstrated the interest of adding alkyl chain to improve the performance of organic 

cells1–7. 

I. Free Dyes ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 

In this part we aim at studying the geometric properties and electronic structures of the new 

synthesized compounds ZJX4015 and ZJX4041. The well-known L1 dye will also discussed 

for comparison. 

The new developed dyes ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 hold an important complexity related both 

to the stereochemistry and to the conformational flexibility. Indeed, each of the two ethylene 
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The seven conformations are ranging within 25 kJ.mol-1 scale of energy suggesting that the 

dihedral angle in the different conformer is always different from 180 indicating the alkyl chain 

cannot adopt a completely trans arrangement. 

In the most stable conformation, the carbazole unit is found above a phenyl of the TPA group 

with a separating distance of 3.4 Å. Such a distance is in agreement with π-π interaction 

between the aromatic rings. 

In the conformation the b and g are always close to 180°, 120° or 60° which reflect a trans or 

gauche conformation. 

Seven different conformations with relative energies ranging from 0 to more than 25.0 kJ.mol-

1 are obtained. For all these conformations, the dihedral angle a is between -62.3° and -124.4° 

which means that the carbazole-bearing moiety is not in the plane of the double bond. It can be 

seen that the most stable conformer has a folded structure with the carbazole unit above the 

phenyl group as shown in the figure below (Conformation C). The carbazole unit is 

approximately 3.4 Å above the phenyl of the TPA which is compatible with electron cloud 

interaction. The greatest stability of this conformer can therefore be interpreted as the 

establishment of a non-covalent interaction between the two. This interaction is sufficiently 

important to compensate for the destabilization induced by the gauche interactions on the links 

of the alkyl chain (a = -62,3°; b = -71,1° et g = 57,7°). The fully unfolded conformation, 1A ( 

(b and g are close to 180°) is the most unstable of all conformations found, the other 

conformations differing by the orientation of the carbazole unit in space. 
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The calculated energies of the stereoisomers are gathered in Table 5.2. The most stable 

stereoisomer is found to be EE while the less stable is ZZ. The relative energies of ZE and EZ 

isomers lie between those of EE and ZZ, with EZ being more stable in folded conformation 

while the reverse situation is found for the extended structure. It can be concluded that the E to 

Z isomerization induces a strong penalty of energy and only the EE isomer can be found at the 

room temperature and in ground state. 

Therefore, considering the possibility to obtain a trans–cis photoisomerization, we studied the 

different isomers of the ZJX4015 and ZJX4041. We restricted our study to the conformer A 

and C of each of these compounds. Table 5.2. Calculated relative energies (Erel in kJ.mol-1) of 

the isomers of ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 compounds. 

Table 5.2 Calculated relative energies (Erel in kJ.mol-1) of the isomers of ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 compounds. 

 Isomer DErel(kJ/mol) µS0(Debye) 
HOMO 

(eV) 

LUMO 

(eV) 
µS1(Debye) 

ZJX4015       

extended EE 25.7 7.8 -5.655 -2.091 21.1 

 ZZ 44.7 7.8 -5.735 -2.221 21.4 

 EZ 38.0 9.4 -5.699 -2.210 22.7 

 ZE 32.8 8.3 -5.684 -2.227 21.2 

 DHP 165.7 7.8 -6.677 -1.052  

folded EE 0.0 11.0 -5.662 -2.073 24.7 

 ZZ 26.8 12.5 -5.658 -2.087 25.5 

 EZ 6.6 11.7 -5.711 -2.053 25.3 

 ZE 13.8 12.6 -5.614 -2.083 25.7 

 Isomer DErel(kJ/mol) µS0(Debye) 
HOMO 

(eV) 

LUMO 

(eV) 
µS1(Debye) 
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ZJX4041       

extended EE 20.7 7.9 -5.665 -2.021 19.8 

 ZZ 39.6 7.8 -5.754 -2.017 19.6 

 EZ 33.0 9.5 -5.711 -2.017 21.4 

 ZE 27.7 7.5 -5.741 -2.010 19.3 

folded EE 0  -5.648 -2.015  

 ZZ 25.7  -5.672 -2.025  

 EZ 7.3  -5.723 -1.997  

 ZE 13.4  -5.623 -2.025  

 

Note that in addition to the E/Z isomerization process, it has been showed in recent studies that 

photoisomerization of stilbene unit ca occur upon UV irradiation. Indeed, several studies 

undertaken on stilbene molecule showed that an excited electronic state with very short lifetime 

(nano-second) is created after trans-stilbene excitation. The deactivation of this excited state is 

due to crossing of a barrier along a reaction coordinate which is dominated by twisting around 

the ethylenic double bond. After the barrier, at about 90°twist angle is reached, a fast internal 

conversion leads to a mixture of trans- and cis-stilbene in the ground state with comparable 

yields. It could be noted that about 10% of the excited population rather forms 4a,4b-

dihydrophenanthrene (DHP) where the two phenyl rings are linked8–11 (known as the Mallory 

reaction). Furthermore, DHP can dehydrogenate to produce phenanthrene (PT) upon 

photoexcitation9,12–15. We also calculated the dihydrophenanthrene (DHP) and phenanthrene 

(PT) products for the ZJX4015. The very high relative energy found for the DHP product ruled 

out its presence even after irradiation. 
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Table 5.3 Calculated geometries and relative energies (Erel in kJ.mol-1) of the isomers of ZJX4015 and 
ZJX4041 compounds. Results on L1 are also given for comparison. 

Isomer Erel j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 

L1  -43.9 -31.1 -34.2 27.0 -2.9 1.465 1.381 1.406 1.384 1.432 

ZJX4015            

extended            

EE 25.7 -46.0 -43.3 -33.6 29.0 -1,5 1.465 1.381 1.407 1.384 1.432 

ZZ 44.7 -45.8 -44.2 -33.5 28.0 -1.7 1.465 1.382 1.406 1.384 1.432 

EZ 38.0 -44.4 -45.0 -33.7 28.5 -1.4 1.465 1.381 1.406 1.384 1.431 

ZE 32.8 -46.0 -43.3 -33.0 28.8 -1.3 1.465 1.381 1.407 1.384 1.432 

folded            

EE 0.0 -54.6 -48.3 -30.9 25.2 -2.9 1.464 1.381 1.406 1.384 1.431 

ZZ 26.8 -51.5 -34.7 -29.7 29.1 -0.3 1.465 1.381 1.406 1.384 1.432 

EZ 6.6 -54.9 -53,9 -19.0 26.5 -3.2 1.464 1.382 1.406 1.385 1.431 

ZE 13.8 -48.8 -40.9 -30.2 27.5 -3.1 1.465 1.381 1.407 1.384 1.431 

ZJX4041            

extended            

EE 20.7 -44.9 -43.7 -35.6 51.6 -1.3 1.473 1.387 1.412 1.383 1.432 

ZZ 39.6 -45.4 -44.2 -34.0 51.2 -1.7 1.473 1.387 1.412 1.383 1.432 

EZ 33.0 -44.4 -45.3 -34.1 51.4 -1.1 1.473 1.387 1.412 1.383 1.432 

ZE 27.7 -46.2 -42.3 -34.0 51.4 -1.2 1.473 1.387 1.412 1.383 1.432 

folded            

EE 0.0 -54.5 -42.5 -36.0 48.3 -3.9 1.472 1.384 1.415 1.381 1.433 
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The absolute energies of the HOMOs are −6.38, −5.66, and −5.66 eV, while the absolute energy 

of the LUMOs is −1.55, −2.09, and −2.02 eV for L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 in extended 

conformation, respectively. Therefore, DFT calculations suggest there is a reasonable position 

of the energy of the LUMO of all the dyes with respect to band edge of TiO2 to facilitate charge 

injection. The extension of the conjugation by adding the styryl unit to L1 results in an increase 

of the HOMO and significant decrease in the LUMO energies. These opposite evolutions 

explain a decrease of the HOMO-LUMO gap: the calculated HOMO−LUMO gaps are 4.83, 

3.64, and 3.56 eV for L1, ZJX4041 and ZJX4015 dyes, respectively, and this agrees well with 

the trends in absorption maxima of the dyes in solution. 

A quantitative composition of the frontier orbitals on the functional group of the dye can be 

conducted and the results are gathered in Table 5.4. The percent contributions from the donor, 

the π-linker, styryl, carbazole-alkyl chain and cyanoacrylic acid groups in the frontier orbitals 

are listed in Table 5.X. and give a quantitative analysis on their spatial distribution. A high 

contribution ranging from 73 to 87% from the donor is found to the HOMO. The HOMO of 

4015 and 4015 is delocalized on TAA (more than 73% major contribution) and on the styryl 

unit (12% minor contribution). Comparing the contributions among the three dyes, it is clear 

that the contributions of the donor to the HOMOs decrease with increasing the conjugation. 

Accordingly, the contribution HOMO of L1 has a largest composition from the donor. The 

LUMOs show delocalization over the π-linker and the cyanoacrylic acid anchoring groups and 

the contribution of these two groups, almost constant for the three dyes, is close to 90% (36% 

of π-linker and 54-58% of cyanoacrylic).  

Therefore, it can be expected that the photoexcited electrons would transfer from the TAA 

moiety to the acceptor group during the excitation process, which is of benefit to the injection 

of the photoexcited electrons to the CB of the semiconductor. In support of the assertion of 

charge transfer character, Figure 5.5 shows the electron density maps (EDDM) between the 

first excited and ground states of L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 with yellow regions representing 

a depletion of density and purple regions denoting an accumulation of density upon excitation. 

The density depletion zones are mostly located on the TAA and conjugation spacer segments, 

while the regions of density enhancement are mainly localized on the acceptor moiety which 

is indicative of ICT when the transition occurs.  
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Table 5.4 Percentage (%) molecular orbital contribution of the HOMO and LUMO (BMK/6-
31G(d)// wB97XD/6-31G(d) level of calculation). 

 MO 
Donor 
(TAA) 

Thiophene 

π-linker 
styryl 

Carbazole-
C3-chain-

C=C 

cyanoacrylic 
acid 

L1       

 HOMO 87 9   4 

 LUMO 10 36   54 

4015       

extended       

 HOMO 74 5 12 7 2 

 LUMO 10 36  0 56 

folded       

 HOMO 73 7 11 7 3 

 LUMO 10 36 0 0 53 

4041       

extended       

 HOMO 76 3 13 7 1 

 LUMO 6 37 0 0 56 

folded       

 HOMO 75 3 14 7 1 

 LUMO 6 36 0 0 58 

Charge transfer analysis 

The intra-molecular charge transfer is the initial process resulting from photo-excitation after 

light harvesting. In order to quantify the extent of intra-molecular charge transfer, several 
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charge transfer indexes, such as DrICT, QICT, and t, are discussed in this section. The calculation 

of these indexes depends on the charge density difference between the ground and excited 

states (Δρ). The formulation of the three parameters are well established and can be found in 

several previous studies17 (see explanation in supporting information). Specifically, DrICT 

directly gives the effective charge transfer distance; QICT estimates the amount of charge 

transfer, and t characterizes the extent of charge separation. Larger t indicates more overlap 

between the electron density increment and depletion, which usually leads to incomplete charge 

separation. Table 5.5 lists the charge transfer indexes for the dyes. In the first excited state, 

DrICT increases in the following order: L1 (5.34 Å) < ZJX4015 (5.64 Å) < ZJX4041 (5.88 Å 

and 5.912 Å depending on the conformation). QICT are roughly equal for L1 and ZJX4015, 

while slightly larger for ZJX4041. L1 and ZJX4015 have similar t values, which are smaller 

than that of ZJX4041. ZJX4041 presents the largest degree of charge transfer since it transfers 

the electron about 1.028e and 1.041e, in extended and folded conformations over 5.884 and 

5.912 Å, respectively. Although L1 and ZJX4015 exhibit strong charge transfer it efficiency 

is found weaker than in ZJX4041. 

DrICT increases in the following order: L1 (5.34 Å) < ZJX4015 (5.643 Å) < ZJX4041 (5.884 

Å). QICT increases in the same order: L1 (0.820 e) < ZJX4015 (0.883 e) < ZJX4041 (1.028 e). 

The computed values for t follow the same trend. All these three indexes show a clear increase 

in the charge transfer going from L1 to ZJX4041 dye. The ZJX4041 presents the largest degree 

of charge transfer while L1 has the lowest ICT character. Table	5.5	Computed energies of HOMO, LUMO (BMK/6-31G(d)// wB97XD/6-31G(d) level 

of calculation) HOMO-LUMO energy gap,  DH-L (in eV), calculated dipole moment in ground 

and first excited states (in Debye) and charge transfer distance (in Å) of the studied dyes. 

 HOMO LUMO DH-L µg µe DrICT QICT t 

L1 -6.38 -1.55 4.83 10.6 32.1 5.34 0.820 0.913 

4015         

extended -5.655 -2.091 3.56 11.77 35.47 5.643 0.883 0.965 

folded -5.662 -2.073 3.59 11.77 36.06 5.643 0.883 0.965 

4041         
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Table 5.6 Experimental and calculated maximum absorption wavelengths λmax(nm) and corresponding vertical 
excitation energies Eex (eV) (in parentheses), molar extinction coefficient ε (104 M−1 cm−1), oscillator strengths ƒ 

and light harvesting efficiency (LHE) for different triphenylamine derivative dyes. 

 Exptl theoretical     

  BMK     

 lmaxexptl lmaxcalc Dl(nm)i Dl(eV) εii fiii 

e1 386 408 22 -0.17 4.92 1.21 

e3 476 507 31 -0.16 6.53 1.61 

e5=L1 430 465 35 -0.20 5.18 1.28 

e6 473 482 9 -0.05 5.93 1.46 

e7 480 497 17 -0.09 7.26 1.79 

e14 426 467 41 -0.26 5.06 1.25 

e16 486 532 46 -0.22 3.00 0.74 

e9 478 467 -11 0.06 4.97 0.95 

e17 491 505 14 -0.07 4.00 0.96 

24 438 462 24 -0.15 6.37 1.57 

RK1 478 461 -17 0.10 4.47 0.95 

4015 477 477 0 0.00 5.09 1.24 

ADCBZ 444 427 -17 0.11 5.52 1.35 

ADCBZ-A 444 442 -2 0.01 6.13 1.51 

ADCBZ-B 444 434 -10 0.06 5.62 1.39 

ADCBZ-C 444 437 -7 0.04 5.25 1.30 
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ADSNS 440 429 -11 0.07 5.56 1.36 

ADSNS-A 440 438 -2 0.01 6.00 1.48 

ADSNS-2 470 472 2 -0.01 5.15 1.27 

ADSNS-2-A 470 468 -2 0.01 5.99 1.48 

ADCBZ-2-A 477 453 -24 0.14 5.87 1.48 

ADCBZ-2-B 477 456 -21 0.12 5.99 1.45 

BA741 431 466 -35 0.22  0.93 

BA504 512 538 -26 0.12  1.15 

MAEiv   3.25 -0.01   

i Dl = D(lmaxcalc-lmaxexptl)(nm) 

ii extinction coefficient 

iii oscillator strength 

iv Mean average error 

 

Figure 5.7 Structures of the dyes used to validate the TD-DFT calculations. 
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The mean average error obtained on this large number of TPA-dye (3.25 nm or 0.02 eV) 

indicates a small discrepancy between theory and experiment when using the BMK functional. 

This result confirms the accuracy of the employed computational levels for predicting the 

absorption spectra using TD-DFT method. 

Optical properties of ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 

Transition energies and oscillator strengths of the main excited states in ZJX4015 and 

ZJX4041 are listed in Table 5.7. 

 

	
Figure 5.8 Simulated TD-DFT absorption spectra of the L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 dyes. 

The calculated first three excitation energies for L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 dyes are 

compared with the experimental values in Table 5.7 and the simulated spectra are displayed in 

Figure 5.8. The simulated spectra are consistent with the experimental results and previous 

experimental studies. The TAA based dyes exhibit two major absorption bands18 which include 

the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) band and a π-π* transition within the visible to near-

UV region. 

The lowest energy electronic transition arises from a HOMO to LUMO transition. Considering 

the topologies of these two orbitals discussed previously, this band is attributed to a charge 

transfer transition. The second absorption is attributed a π to π* electron transition within the 

entire organic skeleton. The calculated maximum absorption of L1 (S0->S1, f=1.279) is found 

at 462 nm, 32 nm red-shifted as comparted to the experimental value (430 nm). This difference 
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between experimental and TD-DFT calculations is not rare and calculations often 

underestimate the energy of a charge transfer excitation. The second absorption band S0->S1 is 

calculated at 329 nm (f=0.2327) in better agreement with experiment (324 nm). 

ZJX4015 in extended conformation contains the similar conjugated pathway from the donor 

to the cyanoacrylic group as for L1 but also presents an additional large, conjugated region 

originating from the styryl group. This enhanced π-conjugation leads to a red-shift of the 

maximum absorption relative to L1 (lmax(calc)=477 nm and lexptl(calc)=443 nm). This redshift 

is also in agreement with the decrease of the HOMO-LUMO band gap going from L1 to 

ZJX4015. Interestingly the second absorption is found at 356 nm (experimentally 370 nm) 

with a strong increase in oscillator strength of about 5.7-fold (f=1.3113) as compare to L1. The 

folded conformation shows almost similar maximum absorption energy (lmax(calc)=480 nm) 

while the second absorption is slightly blue shifted due to the π-π interaction between styryl 

and carbazole units that causes a decrease of the HOMO energy (see Table 5.3). 

Similar to ZJX40415, ZJX4041 exhibits two strongest band in the visible calculated at 452 

nm and 356 nm for extended conformation (446 and 345 nm for the folded conformation). The 

first transition is blue-shifted by 25 nm in extended conformation (30 nm for folded) when 

compared to the ICT of ZJX4015. This can be explained by the geometric distortion along the 

conjugation pathway caused by the alkyl chain carried by the thiophene group. 

Table 5.7 Main electronic transition in the 300-550 nm region of L1, EE isomers of ZJX4015 and ZJX4041. 
Calculated absorption maximum wavelength (lcalc in nm), oscillator strength and assignment (H = HOMO, H-1 

= HOMO -1 and L = LUMO) with percentage of configuration. 

 transition lcalc lexptl 𝑓* Composition of the transition 

L1      

 S0àS1 462 430 1.2795 HOMOàLUMO (90%) 

 S0àS2 329  0.2327 HOMO-1àL (88%) 

 S0àS3 292  0.2466 HOMOàL+1 (65%) 

4015      

extended      

 S0àS1 477 477 1.2454 HOMOàLUMO (87%) 
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semiconductor (DGreg). In this part, we will evaluate these parameters for the studied dyes L1, 

ZJX4015 and ZJX4041	 using DFT calculations. All these theoretical data have been 

successfully used to evaluate the performance of the dyes used in DSSCs19–26. (see details in 

computational details). 

	
Figure 5.9 Calculated LHE as function of the wavelength for the L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 dyes. 

A sensitizer with LHE(λ) covering a wide range from visible to infrared regions could 

guarantee a better photocurrent response, subsequently a more efficient photovoltaic 

performance, the LHE value of sensitizers may be higher, close to the unity. The LHE at the 

maximum absorption wavelength values (Table 5.8) of L1 and ZJX4015 are near the unity 

indicating a good power conversion efficiency. The LHE for ZJX4041 is only 0.834 and 0.876 

depending on the conformation and suggest a less effective capability to absorb the light. The 

LHE(λ) spectra in Figure 5.9 provide additional information and indicate some differences 

between L1, ZJX4015 and ZJX4041. L1 shows a good light harvesting abilities in the region 

of 200–600 nm region with LHE(λ) value close to 100%. When comparing with L1, ZJX4015 

and ZJX4041 show opposite behavior for the LHE(λ) evolution. ZJX4041 presents an LHE(λ) 

value to be close to 100% in a narrower region from 200 to 570 nm while ZJX4015 has wider 

coverage than the other dyes showing an LHE(λ) value to be close to 100% in the 200 – 630 

nm region. 

The calculated LHE(λ) curves indicate that the extent of the conjugation through a styryl group 

would cause a decrease in ΔH-L, thus result in broadening the absorption band and improving 
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the light harvesting abilities of dye. On the contrary the addition of an alkyl chain on the 

thiophene linker increase ΔH-L, and thus reduces the light harvesting abilities of the dye.  

The simulated 𝐽  (see Eq. 2 in computational details) are about 3.29, 3.66, 3.76, 2.90 and 

2.91 mA cm−2 for L1, ZJX4015-extended, ZJX4015-folded, ZJX4041-extended and 

ZJX4041-folded (see Table 5.8). This indicates that ZJX4015 would exhibit the best 

photocurrent performance and that extension of π-spacer significantly affects the LHE(λ) curve 

by improving the J . Indeed, Table 5.8 shows that the J  values obtained with ZJX4015 

with respect to those obtained with L1 is the highest, mainly due to its red-shifted absorption 

spectrum. However, as shown in Eq. 2, the photocurrent can be affected by ϕ  which is 

related to the DGinject. The DGinject of all studied dyes have been calculated using Eq. 7 and are 

listed in Table 5.8. The negative values of DGinject imply spontaneous electron injection. DGinject 

negatively decreases with increasing length of acyclic linker mainly because of the lowering 

of the energy of the LUMO. Table 5.8 shows that the calculated DGinject are more negative for 

ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 than for L1. The free energy change DGinject decreases in the order L1 

(-0.303)> ZJX4015-folded (-0.921)> ZJX4015-extended (-0.944)> ZJX4041-extended (-

1.078)> ZJX4041-folded (-1.123) from -0.303 to -1.123 eV, indicating that the driving force 

of the electron injection from the excited state of the dye increases in this order. From the data 

provided by the calculation it can be said that both J  and DGinject factors contribute to the 

increase of Jsc from L1 to ZJX4015 as observed experimentally (see Table 7: Jsc (L1) = 3.1 

mA/cm² and Jsc (ZJX4015) = 5.6 mA/cm²) while they play in an opposite way when 

comparing ZJX4041. Hence although ZJX4041 has the highest ability for electron injection, 

its lowest calculated 𝐽  disfavors the Jsc. 

The other key parameters influencing the PCE of ss-DSSCs are calculated and listed in Table 
5.8, and show for all the dyes, that the absolute values of ΔGinject and ΔGreg are larger than 0.3 

eV. This latter value could guarantee the effective interface charge injection and fast dye 

regeneration27,28. 

Table 5.8 Calculated driving force for electron injection (DGinject in eV), driving force for dye regeneration 
(DGreg in eV), maximum of short-circuit current density (Jscmax in mA/cm2), excited lifetime (𝜏) and light 

harvesting efficiency (LHE, calculated at the maximum absorption wavelength) of the studied dyes 

Dyes DGinject DGreg 𝜏 (10-9s) LHE JSCmax (mA/cm2) 

L1 -0.303 1.850 2.500 0.947 3.29 
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ZJX4015      

extended -0.944 1.125 2.739 0.943 3.66 

folded -0.921 1.132 2.510 0.958 3.76 

ZJX4041      

extended -1.078 1.135 3.380 0.876 2.90 

folded -1.123 1.118 3.813 0.834 2.91 

 

The excited state lifetime of was computed using the Eq. 11 gathered in Table 5.8 and was 

found in the nanosecond order for all the dyes. The cell performance is related to the lifetime 

of the excited state of the dye and to the lifetime of the electron injection from the LUMO to 

the CB of the semiconductor. A long-excited state lifetime associated to a high rate for injection 

increases the cell performance. The injection of electrons to semiconductor is often measured 

in the picoseconds order29. Therefore, our results suggest that the excited state decay cannot 

compete with the electron injection reaction. The excited lifetime of ZJX4015 and L1 are 

similar, and ZJX4041 the longer. 

Table 5.9 Calculated hole (lhole), electron (lelectron) and total (ltotal) reorganization energies calculated in eV. 

 l1 l2 lhole l3 l4- lelectron 𝜆  

L1 0.126 0.104 0.230 0.315 0.329 0.644 0.874 

4015        

extended 0.144 0.123 0.267 0.323 0.351 0.674 0.941 

folded 0.136 0.191 0.327 0.328 0.362 0.690 1.017 

4041        

extended 0.162 0.150 0.312 0.296 0.357 0.653 0.965 

folded 0.138 0.159 0.297 0.331 0.314 0.645 0.942 
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absorption band around 350 nm which is linked to the presence of the styryl group which brings 

an additional conjugation. The calculation of the photovoltaic properties shows contrasting 

conclusions depending on the evaluated parameter. Thus, the dye ZJX4015 seems to be better 

concerning the JSC, its ability to inject an electron into the semiconductor (DGinj) or its greater 

photon collection (LHE).  The compound ZJX4041 shows much better charge transfer 

properties than L1 and ZJX4015. 

It should be noted that the calculations performed only ascribed to the photovoltaic 

performance of the isolated dyes, and the entire complexity of the system is not addressed in 

this approach. Thus, the interaction with the electrode is not taken into account as well as the 

influence of the polymer generated in situ within the cell. It is therefore difficult to decide on 

the performance of the dyes only from these calculations made on a simplistic model of the 

cell. Additional calculations must be carried out by integrating an electrode model, for example 

in the form of a TiO2 cluster and a polymer model in the form of an oligomer of EDOT grafted 

to the carbazole unit. 
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Computational details 

Electronic structure and excited states calculations 

The molecular calculations of the studied dyes have been carried out with Gaussian 09 program 

package30. The ground state geometries have been fully optimized with density functional 

theory (DFT) by employing the long-range corrected hybrid functional wB97XD31 functional 

which includes empirical dispersion and minimizes the delocalization error22,32 basis set was 

used for all the calculations. A tight SCF convergence criterion (10-8 a.u.) and integration grid 

of 10-8 were used for all calculations. 

Frequency calculations have been performed on the optimized geometries to verify the nature 

of the computed geometries and the lack of imaginary values in the wave numbers calculations 

confirmed the successful optimization as a minimum geometry. 

For the excited state calculations we have employed time-dependent density functional theory 

(TD-DFT) and selected the Boese-Martin for Kinetics functional (BMK)33 which showed the 

best performance for the lowest maximum absorption of the dyes. TD-DFT calculations were 

performed along with 6-31G(d) basis set. The conductor-like polarizable continuum model (C-

PCM) has been employed for the simulation of UV–vis spectra. Solvent effect 

(dichloromethane) was undertaken using the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) using the 

integral equation formalism variant (IEFPCM)34. Ground state optimized structures were used 

to compute absorption wavelength maxima (λmax), excitation energy (Eg) and oscillator 

strengths (f) for the 10 states. 

Theoretical determination of the photovoltaic parameters 

The efficiency of the DSSC can be affected by many different parameters. We present here the 
main of them that can be estimated through quantum chemical calculations. The overall 
performance of the DSSC can be evaluated based on sunlight-to-electric power	conversion 
efficiency (η):	 𝜂 = 𝐹𝐹 × 𝐽 × 𝑉 𝑃 		 	 	 	 	 Eq. 1	
where	 JSC, VOC, Pin and FF are the short-circuit current density, open-circuit cell voltage, 

incident radiant power, and fill factor, respectively, the latter defined as the ratio of the maximal 

cell power to the product of open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current. In the equation (1) 

the product of JSC and VOC should be as high as possible to improve the performance of the 

cell. JSC depends on the kinetics of the electron injection, dye regeneration, reorganization 

energy and light harvesting efficiency35. JSC can be determined as: 
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𝐽 = 𝑒 ∫ 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆)𝜙 𝜂 𝜂 𝜑 . . 𝑑𝜆	      Eq. 2 

where 𝜙inject, ηcoll, ηreg are the electron injection efficiency, electron collection efficiency, dye 

regeneration efficiency, respectively. φph.AM 1.5G is the photon flux under AM1.5G solar 

irradiation spectra. LHE(λ) is the light harvesting efficiency at a specified wavelength, which 

is directly related to the absorption intensity. LHE(λ) and 𝜙inject are the two main influencing 

factors on JSC. The high LHE(λ) could enhance the JSC and finally increase 𝜂  of DSSCs 

according to equation (1). 

LHE(λ) can be determined by: 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆) = 1 − 10 ( )       Eq. 3 

Where 𝜀(𝜆) is the molar absorption coefficient at the wavelength 𝜆 and 𝑏 and 𝑐 are the TiO2 

film thickness and dye concentration, respectively which are usually assigned with the 

experimental value of 10 μm and 300 mmol/L36–38. When considering: 𝜙inject, ηcoll and ηreg   as 

the constants and all equal to 1 in equation (2), the JSCmax can be obtained. Note that in the 

equation (2) the product 𝐿𝐻𝐸(𝜆)𝜙 𝜂  represents the incident photon conversion 

efficiency (IPCE)39,40. In the equation (2) 𝜙inject is related to injection driving force ΔGinject of 

electrons injecting from the excited dye molecule into the semiconductor substrate. ΔGinject can 

be estimated as follows24,41,42: ∆𝐺 = 𝐸 ∗ − 𝐸      Eq. 4 

In this expression 𝐸 ∗ is the oxidation potential of the excited dye and 𝐸  is the reduction 

potential of the semiconductor conduction band. The 𝐸  is difficult to be accurately 

determined since it is sensitive to the pH conditions and thus, we used the commonly adopted 

-4.0 eV value43. The excited state oxidation potential of the dye, 𝐸 ∗, can be estimated from 

the redox potential of the ground state 𝐸 as42: 𝐸 ∗ = 𝐸 − 𝜆       Eq. 5 

where 𝜆 is the energy of the intramolecular charge transfer transition. Based on Koopmans’ 

theorem that states the first ionization energy of a molecular system can be estimated to the 

negative of the orbital energy of the HOMO, the ground state oxidation potential 𝐸 can be 

estimated from negative energy of the HOMO. The 𝐸 ∗ can be written as: 𝐸 ∗ = −𝐸 − 𝜆         Eq. 6 
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Finally, ΔGinject can be approximated using the following formulae: ∆𝐺 = −𝐸 − 𝜆 − 𝐸      Eq. 7 

The ground state oxidation potential of the dye also determines the extent of the excited dye 

regeneration. ΔGreg can be calculated by subtracting the oxidation potential of the dye from the 

oxidation potential of the hole transporting material (HTM). In this study the HTM used to 

build the ss-DSSC is PEDOT and its work function is reported to be at -5.2 eV44. In a similar 

manner as for the dye, the oxidation potential of the HTM can also be estimated as the opposite 

energy of the HOMO of the polymer. To theoretically determine the HOMO of the polymer 

we used the oligomer approach and calculated the geometries and energies of the orbitals of 

several oligomers of (EDOT)n for size ranging from n=2 to n=12. As shown in Figure A.1, the 

evolution of the energy of the HOMO as function of the inverse of the number of EDOT units 

nicely agree with a linear relation. Using this linear relation, we were able to determine the 

HOMO of the polymer as -4.53 eV. ∆𝐺 = 𝐸 − 𝐸 = −𝐸 − 4.53    Eq. 8 

The charge carrier mobility in the organic studied dyes can be evaluated using the Marcus 

electron transfer theory45. The rate constant for electron/hole transfer can be expressed with the 

following equation: 𝑘 = 𝑉 ℏ 𝜋 𝜆𝑘 𝑇 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆 4𝑘 𝑇)     Eq. 9 

Where 𝜆  is the reorganization energy due to structural reorganization of the molecule upon 

an excess on a charge (hole or electron), ℏ is reduced Planck constant, 𝑘  is the Boltzmann 

constant, T is the temperature. Therefore 𝜆  acts as the barrier for the charge transport in 

molecular pathway. The total reorganization energy (𝜆), which is the sum of the hole and 

electron reorganization energies, could also enhance the 𝐽 . This implies that the smaller the 𝜆 value obtained the faster charge-carrier transport rates will be. The 𝜆 values of the isolated 

dyes can be computed according to the following formula: 𝜆 = 𝜆 + 𝜆 = 	𝜆 + 𝜆 + 𝜆 + 𝜆   

with 𝜆 = 	𝜆 + 𝜆  and 	𝜆 = 𝜆 + 𝜆    Eq. 10 𝜆  is the energy difference (in eV) of the positively charged molecule associated to the 

geometric relaxation from ground state geometry to optimized cationic state and 𝜆  the energy 

required to reorganize from the neutral state at the cation geometry to the ground state upon re-
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accepting an electron. In a similar manner, the anion reorganization energy is evaluated for 

electron transport (𝜆 .and 𝜆 ) 

 

	

	
Figure 5.10 Jablonski diagram of the intermolecular transfer reaction between neutral molecule and 

cationic/anionic specie. 

From the equation (9) it is clear that the reorganization energy should be low to have a large 

electron/hole transport. The smaller the total reorganization energy is, the slower 

recombination process will be due to the efficient separation of hole and electron in DSSC 

which leads to a higher rate of charge transfer and 𝐽  will be enhanced. Therefore 𝐽  has an 

inverse relationship with λtot. 

The lifetime of the injected electron into the semiconductor is related to the degree of the charge 

recombination occurring in the device. In first approximation the lifetime of the injected 

electron can be the same as the first excited state lifetime 𝜏, which can be expressed as: 𝜏 = 1.499 𝐸 𝑓      Eq. 11 

where 𝐸 corresponds to the vertical excitation energy (cm-1) and 𝑓 the oscillator strength. A 

larger lifetime 𝜏 indicates a less charge recombination and can be related to a better 𝑉 . 
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Supplementary materials 

Charge transfer analysis and calculated index 

Charge transfer (CT) parameters have been developed 46 along with a code to perform the 

calculations 47. The developed code calculates the parameters from the ground state (GS) and 

the excited state (ES) densities produced by the Gaussian cubegen. The parameters include the 

CT distance (DCT), transferred charge (qCT), change in dipole moment (ΔμCT), H index and t 

index according to Eqs. (A.1)–(A.8) below 46. 

The difference in densities between the ground and excited states (Δρi) can be calculated 

according to Eq. (A.1). Note that Δρi+ and Δρi− define the points in space where an increment 

or a depletion of the density is produced upon absorption. 

∆𝜌 = ∆𝜌 − ∆𝜌 ∆𝜌 = ∆𝜌 − ∆𝜌= ∆𝜌 		(𝑖𝑓	∆𝜌 > 0)= ∆𝜌 			(𝑖𝑓	∆𝜌 < 0) 						Eq. (A. 1)	 
The transferred charge (qCT) can be calculated via Eq. (2): 

𝑞 = 𝜌 = 𝜌 									Eq. (A. 2) 
Barycenter’s corresponding to the Δρi+ and Δρi− can be represented by r+ and r−, respectively 

as: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧𝑟 = (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ) = ∑ 𝑟 𝜌𝑞𝑟 = (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ) = ∑ 𝑟 𝜌𝑞 								Eq. (A. 3) 

The distance separating the two points is the CT distance, which is given by Eq. (A.4). 𝐷 = |𝑟 − 𝑟 |				𝐸q. (A. 4) 
The change in dipolemoment of the molecule as a result of the electronic excitation is 

calculated using Eq. (A.5). ∆𝜇 = 𝐷 𝑞 			Eq. (A. 5) 
For a rod-like system in which the CT predominantly takes place along the x-axis, an index 

denoted as H is defined as: 
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𝐻 = |𝜎 − 𝜎 |2 					Eq. (A. 6) 
where σ±x is the root mean square derivation for the positive or negative components along 

the x-axis and can be calculated as: 

𝜎± = ∑ 𝑞±(𝑥 − 𝑥±)𝑞 							Eq. (A. 7) 
Two centroids of the charges C+(r) and C−(r), associated to the positive and negative density 

regions, respectively were defined for visualization purposes. Finally, a descriptor giving the 

difference between the calculated DCT and H denoted as the t-index is defined via Eq. (A.8). If 

t is larger than 1.6 Å, the used functional would not be to provide a correct description of the 

transition energy associated with a CT excitation46. However, if t is lower than 1.6 Å, a good 

description of the transition energy can be obtained 46. 𝑡 = 𝐷 − 𝐻					Eq. (A. 8) 
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Chapter 3 starts with the presentation of three main classes of sensitizers: Ru-based complexes, 

Zn-porphyrins, and metal-free sensitizers which are typically of D-π-A push-pull structure to 

induce an ICT (intramolecular charge transfer). Examples of different choices of donors, 

acceptors and π-spacers are listed. One branch of the metal-free sensitizers, TAA-based 

sensitizers are particularly stressed to point out its advantages, such as the prominent electron 

donating ability, excellent hole transport capability, its propeller starburst molecular structure 

with non-planar configuration which could prevent intermolecular π–π aggregation. The 

framework of design strategies is also established especially for the fully organic sensitizers in 

the process to tune the properties such as the absorption band shift by the extension of π-

spacers, lowered recombination dynamics by the introduction of an alkyl chain. As such, new 

original sensitizers which could be covalently linked to the HTM are designed in the aim of 

eliminating the surface to improve the performance of ss-DSSCs. The retrosynthetic analysis 

towards simple precursors as well as the versatile synthesis to obtain target sensitizers IS then 

presented. 

	
Figure 2 Molecular structures of the ZJX4015 and ZJX4041 organic D-π-A dyes covalently linked to the 

carbazole monomer. The structure of L1 is displayed for comparison. 

In Chapter 4, optimization of interfacial charge transfer was firstly mentioned which explains 

the purpose of the covalent link of HTM to the sensitizer, followed by explicit presentation of 

the in-situ PEP process which will produce directly the conducing co-polymer that serves as 

HTM. In the second part, each step of the fabrication process of solar cells is described in 

detail: the deposition of compact blocking TiO2 layer, the deposition of mesoporous TiO2, dye 

sensitization, in-situ PEP, and preparation of the counter electrode. Experimental results of 

properties of dyes and solar cells including improved performance were presented. Cyclic 

voltammetry (CV), ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis), fluorescence, 
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dependent evolution of solar cells. Additional theoretical investigations could also be 

performed taking account of the electrodes and HTM to further understand the complexity of 

the system.  
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Experimental methods and materials 

1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz, on Bruker Avance III 400 

spectrometer at 298 K using CDCl3 or DMSO as solvent. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm 

downfield from tetramethylsilane (TMS: d = 0 pm) relative to the signal corresponding to the 

residual non-deuterated solvent (CD3CN: d 1.94 ppm; CDCl3: d 7.26 ppm). Full assignments 

were made using COSY, HMBC and HMQC methods. The following abbreviations were used 

to describe the signals: s for singlet, d for doublet, t for triplet, m for multiplet. All chemicals 

and solvent purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka, TCI and VWR were analytical grade and 

were used without further purification. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was carried out on 

plates coated with silica gel 40 F254 purchased from Aldrich. All reactions were conducted 

under dry oxygen free atmosphere using oven-dried glassware unless otherwise stated.  

The optical properties of dyes were investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy in acetonitrile 

(C= 4 x 10-6 M), by UV-Vis spectroscopy in DCM (C=2 x 10-5 M). These experimental results 

were compared to the theoretical results obtained using the DFT. 

The electrochemical properties of ZJX4015, ZJX4041, and L1 dyes are investigated by cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M LiClO4. The measurements were carried 

out using a Biologic P150 potentiostat/galvnostat. To measure UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra 

in solid state, dye-sensitized TiO2 electrodes, with and without PEDOT are prepared. The 

measurements were performed on a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (VARIAN, 

photometric accuracy is ≤ 0.00025 Abs., photometric range is 8 Abs.). The TiO2/FTO substrate 

signal was used as calibration background.  

The in-situ PEP process was carried out by chronoamperometry (see the experimental section 

below) in organic medium using bis-EDOT as monomer precursor. ss-DSSCs are assembled 

following the procedure detailed in the following. The photovoltaic performances of ss-DSSCs 

are determined from the I-V curves and from Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

measurements. 

Synthesis and characterization data 

Synthesis of thiophenes 

4-Hexyl-2-(tributylstannyl)thiophene (1) 
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To a solution of 3-hexylthiophene (2.1 mL, 12 mmol) in THF (20 mL) under argon, n-BuLi 

(9.4 mL, 15 mmol) of 1.6 M, was added dropwise at -78°C. The solution was stirred at -78°C 

for 0.5 h then allowed to return to room temperature and stirred at room temperature for 0.5 h. 

The reaction mixture was again cooled to -78°C and Bu3SnCl (4 mL, 15 mmol) was added. 

The solution was stirred at room temperature for 16 hours and then poured into ice water. After 

the extraction with DCM, the organic layer was dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed 

by reduced pressure, giving the crude product 1 as yellow oil, which was used for next step 

without further purification. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) : δ 7,19 (s, 1H), 6,97 (s, 1H), 2,67-2,64 (t, 2H, J = 3,7 Hz), 1,65-

1,53 (m, 6H), 1,39-1,30 (m, 8H), 1,15-1,05 (m, 12H), 1,00-0,87 (m, 12H)  

13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 144.58, 137.03, 136.47, 125.72, 31.92, 30.90, 30.21, 29.49, 

29.18, 27.36, 22.77, 14.11, 13.66, 11.11. 

2-Bromo-5-formyl-3-hexylthiophene (2) 

 

POCl3 (31 mL, 33 mmol) was injected under argon dropwise into anhydrous DMF (35 mL, 45 

mmol) at 0°C. The solution was stirred for one hour at 0°C, and then 2-bromo-3-

hexylthiophene (4.5 g, 1.8 mmol) in anhydrous DCM (40 mL) was added dropwise at 0°C. 

After heating at 35°C for 4 days, the mixture was cooled to room temperature and then poured 

in ice water (600 mL). The NaOH was added into the solution in order to neutralize the 

medium. The mixture was extracted with DCM and washed with water. The organic layer was 

dried over MgSO4. After removal of the solvents under reduced pressure, the crude product 

was purified by column chromatography (ethyl acetate/petroleum ether 4:96) to give 2-bromo-

5-formyl-3-hexylthiophene (2) as yellow oil (4.26 g, 85%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.72 (s, 1H), 7.44 (s, 1H), 2.56 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 1.63 – 1.52 

(m, 2H), 1.30 (m 6H), 0.92 – 0.82 (m, 3H). 
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13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 182.28, 143.23, 138.35, 111.34, 31.73, 29.71, 29.45, 29.02, 

28.67, 22.67, 14.06. 

3,4’-Dihexyl-2,2’-dithiophene-5-carbaldehyde (3) 

 

Under argon, a solution of 3-hexyl-5-tributylstannylthiophene (5.95 g, 13 mmol), 2-bromo-5-

formyl-3-hexylthiophene (2.47 g, 13 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (0.376 g, 0.325 mmol) in deaerated 

toluene was heated at 90°C for 24 hours. The solution was extracted with DCM and then 

washed with water. After drying the organic layer over MgSO4, the solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure. The mixture was purified by column chromatography (DCM/Petroleum ether 

3:7) to give 3,4’-dihexyl-2,2’-dithiophene-5-carbaldehyde (3) as yellow oil (4.16 g, 88%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.81 (s, 1H), 7.56 (s, 1H), 6.95 (s, 1H), 2.82 – 2.75 (m, 2H), 

2.64 – 2.59 (m, 2H), 1.70 – 1.59 (m, 4H), 1.45 – 1.21 (m, 12H), 0.95 – 0.82 (m, 6H). 

5’-Bromo-3,4’-dihexyl-(2,2’-dithiophene)-5-carbaldehyde (4) 

 

At 0°C, N-bromosuccinimide (0.982 g, 5.52 mmol) was added in small portions to a solution 

of compound 3,4’-dihexyl-2,2’-dithiophene-5-carbaldehyde (2.00 g, 5.52 mmol) in chloroform 

and acetic acid (30 ml / 30 ml, 1:1, v/v). After being stirred for 24 hours at room temperature, 

the reaction mixture was poured into water and extracted with DCM. The organic layer was 

thoroughly washed with water, aqueous sodium bicarbonate, and brine and again with water, 

and then dried over MgSO4. After removal of solvent, the crude product (2.34 g, 96%) was 

used for the next step without further purification. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.82 (s, 1H), 7.56 (s, 1H), 6.96 (s, 1H), 2.78 – 2.71 (m, 2H), 

2.61 – 2.52 (m, 2H), 1.62 (m, 4H), 1.43 – 1.22 (m, 12H), 0.96 – 0.82 (m, 6H). 
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13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 182.23, 143.21, 141.12, 140.94, 140.50, 138.32, 134.74, 

128.56, 111.32, 31.72, 31.68, 30.54, 30.44, 29.44, 29.20, 29.10, 29.01, 22.67, 22.66, 14.05, 

14.02. 

3,4’,4’’-trihexyl-2,2’:5’,2’’-terthiophene-5-carbaldehyde (5) 

 

Under argon, a solution of 1 (0.39 g, 0.85 mmol), 4 (0.15 g, 0.34 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (10 mg, 

8.49 x 10-6 mol) in deaerated toluene was heated at 90°C for 24 hours. The solution was 

extracted by DCM and then washed by water. After drying the organic layer over MgSO4, the 

solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The mixture was purified by column 

chromatography (DCM/Petroleum ether: 3:7) to give the product 5 as yellow oil (0.17 g, 94%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.82 (s, 1H), 7.58 (s, 1H), 7.11 (s, 1H), 7.00 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H), 

6.94 (d, J = 1.3 Hz, 1H), 2.86 – 2.71 (m, 4H), 2.65 – 2.58 (m, 2H), 1.76 – 1.60 (m, 6H), 1.47 – 

1.23 (m, 18H), 0.94 – 0.81 (m, 9H). 

5’’-Bromo-3,4’,4’’-trihexyl-(2,2’:3’,2’’-terthiophene)-5-carbaldehyde (6) 

 

At 0 °C, N-bromosuccinimide (23 mg, 0.13 mmol) was added in small portions to a solution of 

5 (80 mg, 0.13 mmol) in chloroform and acetic acid (0.7 ml / 0.7 ml, 1:1, v/v). After being 

stirred for 24 h at room temperature, the reaction mixture was poured into water and extracted 

with DCM. The organic layer was thoroughly washed with water, aqueous sodium bicarbonate, 

brine and again with water, and then dried over MgSO4. After removal of solvent, the crude 

product 6 was used for next step without further purification. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.82 (s, 1H), 7.58 (s, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 6.85 (s, 1H), 2.85 – 2.77 

(m, 2H), 2.75 – 2.69 (m, 2H), 2.61 – 2.54 (m, 2H), 1.73 – 1.56 (m, 6H), 1.47 – 1.23 (m, 18H), 

0.92 – 0.80 (m, 9H). 
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4-Hexyl-5-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)-2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde (7) 

 

To a degassed solution of 2 (2.72 g, 10 mmol, 1 eq.), bis(pinacolato)diboron (5.08 mg, 20 

mmol, 2 eq.) and K3PO4 (6.4 g, 30 mmol, 3 eq.) in dioxane (10 mL), was added Pd(dppf)Cl2 

(860 mg, 1 mmol, 10 %). The reaction mixture was stirred under argon at 85 °C for 16 hours. 

After evaporation of the solvents, CH2Cl2 (20 mL) was added and the mixture was extracted 

with H2O (2 x 20 mL). The combined organic layers were dried (MgSO4). After evaporation 

of the solvents, the crude product was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, Petroleum 

Ether / DCM = 3/1 then 1/1), affording the desired product as a yellow oil in 56 % yield (1.8 

g).  

Preparations of Wittig reactions  

4,4’-(4-iodophenylazanediyl)dibenzaldehyde (8) 

 

KI (2.9 g, 17.45 mmol) and KIO3 (5.15 g, 24.2 mmol) was added in a solution of 4,4’-

diformyltriphenylamine (5 g, 16.6 mmol) in glacial acetic acid (125 ml). The reaction mixture 

was heated to 70 °C and stirred for 3 hours. The solution was firstly filtered than extracted with 

DCM (100 ml) / H2O (100 ml). The organic phase obtained was washed with a saturated 

solution of NaHCO3 and was then dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. After filtration and 

evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure, the product 8 was obtained as yellow-

greenish solid (6.43 g, 90 %). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d(ppm): 9.90 (s, 2H), 7.80 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 4H), 7.70 (d, J = 8.8 

Hz, 2H), 7.12 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 4H), 6.93 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H). 
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Carbazoles (2-4C chain) 

2-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)ethyl methanesulfonate 

 

To a solution of 9H-carbazole-9-ethanol (3.00 g, 14 mmol) and pyridine (3.3 mL, 42 mmol) in 

CHCl3 (60 mL) at 0°C, freshly distilled MsCl (1.8 mL, 23 mmol) was added dropwise. The 

reaction mixture was stirred for 24 hours. The solution was first washed with KHSO4 and then 

with saturated NaHCO3. The organic layer was dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the 

solvent under reduced pressure, the product was obtained as a white solid (6.00 g) and used 

directly for the next step without any further purification. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.10 (d, 2H, J = 3.9 Hz), 7.52-7.42 (m, 4H), 7.31-7.24 (m, 2H), 

4.67 (t, 2H, J = 5.5 Hz), 4.59 (t, 2H, J = 5.5 Hz), 3.0 (s, 3H)  

9-(2-iodoethyl)-9H-carbazole 

 

The solution of 2-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)ethyl methanesulfonate and KI in dry DMF was stirred at 

60°C for 48 hours. After the evaporation of DMF, the mixture was dissolved in DCM and 

water. The organic layer was washed with water then dried over MgSO4. After removal of the 

solvent under reduced pressure, the crude product was purified by column chromatography 

(DCM/ Petroleum ether 1:9) to give 9-(2-iodoethyl)-9H-carbazole as white solid. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.10-8.08 (d, 2H, J = 3.9 Hz), 7.49-7.45 (t, 2H, J = 4.1 Hz), 

7.41-7.39 (d, 2H, J = 4.1 Hz), 7.28-7.24 (t, 2H, J = 3.7 Hz), 4.70-4.66 (t, 2H, J = 4.0 Hz), 3.45-

3.40 (t, 2H, J = 4.0Hz) 

9-(3-bromopropyl)-9H-carbazole 
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To a mixture of carbazole (1.5 g, 9 mmol) and NaOH (520 mg, 13 mmol) in DMF (30 mL) at 

0 °C was added 1,3-dibromopropane (5.4 g, 27 mmol, 3 eq). The reaction mixture was stirred 

at room temperature for 16 h. The DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure. The mixture 

was dissolved in DCM/H2O, the organic phase obtained was dried over MgSO4 and the solvent 

was removed under reduced pressure.  The residue was purified by column chromatography 

(silica gel, petroleum ether: EtOAc = 5:1) to the corresponding product (2.0 g, 79 %) as white 

powder. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.12 (dt, J = 7.8, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.52 – 7.48 (m, 4H), 7.29 – 7.22 

(m, 2H), 4.53 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 3.41 (t, J = 6.5Hz, 2H), 2.46 (m, 2H) 

9-(4-Bromobutyl)-9H-carbazole (9) 

 

The same procedure as 9-(3-bromopropyl)-9H-carbazole synthesis, while using 1,4-

dibromopropane. Yield: 2.2 g, 81%. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.13 (dt, J = 7.7, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.50 (ddd, J = 8.2, 7.0, 1.0 Hz, 

2H), 7.43 (dt, J = 8.2, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.32 – 7.19 (m, 2H), 4.38 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 3.40 (t, J = 

7.0 Hz, 2H), 2.19 – 2.03 (m, 2H), 2.00 – 1.86 (m, 2H). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.41, 125.85, 123.03, 120.56, 119.09, 108.66, 42.29, 33.27, 

30.38, 27.79. 
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General procedure for the phosphonium bromides CBZ-nC-PPh3-X (n = 2,3,4) 

 

Triphenylphosphine (15 mmol) was added to the solution of 9-(halogenoalkyl)-9H-carbazole 

(5 mmol) in toluene (80 ml). The mixture was stirred under reflux for 16 h. After cooling to 

room temperature, the salts were filtered off and washed with DCM. The combined organic 

phase was evaporated under reduced pressure. The residue was purified by silica gel column 

chromatography using 5% of MeOH in DCM to afford the compound as white solid. 

CBZ-2C(ethyl)-PPh3-X  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7,90-7,80 (d, 2H, J = 3,7 Hz), 7,70-7,50 (m, 9H), 7,47-7,44 

(m,6H), 7,23-7,20 (t, 2H, J = 3,84 Hz), 7,12-7,09 (t, 2H, J = 3,7 Hz), 7,00-6,98 (d, 2H, J = 4,1 

Hz), 5,06-4,98 (dt, 2H, J1 = 9,7 Hz, J2 = 6,1 Hz ), 4.60-4.54 (m, 2H) 

CBZ-3C(propyl)-PPh3-X  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.03 (dt, J = 7.8, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.67 (m, 3H), 7.57 – 7.46 (m, 

13H), 7.41 – 7.33 (m, 4H), 7.19 (ddd, J = 7.9, 5.1, 3.0 Hz, 2H), 4.48 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H), 3.85 

– 3.69 (m, 2H), 2.39 (p, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H). 

CBZ-4C(butyl)-PPh3-Br (10) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.03 (dt, J = 7.8, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.71 – 7.61 (m, 3H), 7.57 – 7.43 

(m, 13H), 7.40 – 7.34 (m, 4H), 7.18 (ddd, J = 7.9, 5.2, 2.8 Hz, 2H), 4.47 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H), 

3.84 – 3.65 (m, 2H), 2.38 (p, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H), 1.46 (h, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.81, 134.92, 134.89, 133.82, 133.72, 130.52, 130.39, 

125.97, 123.14, 120.32, 119.08, 109.43, 42.25, 29.51, 29.36, 20.57. 
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General procedure for the phosphonium bromides Bz-PPh3-X 

 

NaH (13 mg, 0.52 mmol) was added into a solution of the aldehyde 7 (0.10 g, 0.13 mmol) and 

the phosphonium 3a (0.14 g, 0.32 mmol) in anhydrous DCM (10 mL) at 0°C under argon. The 

solution was stirred for 16 h at room temperature under argon, then washed with H2O. The 

organic phase obtained was dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure. The residue was purified by column chromatography (DCM/EP = 2/8) to give the 

desired product, 8a as pale-yellow solid in 94% yield.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.21 – 7.93 (m, 2H), 7.61 – 7.26 (m, 9H), 7.26 – 7.10 (m, 4H), 

7.09 – 6.95 (m, 4H), 6.92 – 6.77 (m, 5H), 6.54 (qd, J = 12.3, 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.43 – 6.27 (m, 1H), 

6.10 (dt, J = 15.8, 6.7 Hz, 0,3 H), 5.63 (dtd, J = 11.5, 7.2, 5.7 Hz, 0.7 H), 4.36 (qd, J = 7.0, 4.3 

Hz, 2H), 2.46 – 2.23 (m, 2H), 2.16 – 1.97 (m, 2H) 

4-(5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pent-1-en-1yl)-N-(4-iodophenyl)-N-(4-(4-nitrostyryl)phenyl)aniline 

(8b) 

8b (0.25 g) was prepared from the phosphonium 3b (0.18 g, 0.38 mmol) and the aldehyde 7 in 

quantitative yield. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d 6.80-8.20 (m, 26H), 6.36 (m, 1H), 5.65 (m, 1H), 4.37 (q, J = 

7.1 Hz, 2H), 2.40 (m, 1H), 2.30 (m, 1H), 2.10 (m, 2H). 

4-(5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pent-1-en-1-yl)-N-(4-iodophenyl)-N-(4-(4-

trifluromethylstyryl)phenyl) -aniline (8c)  

8c (0.11 g) was prepared from the phosphonium 3c (0.19 g, 0.38 mmol) and the aldehyde 7 in 

46% yield. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d 6.80-8.20 (m, 26H), 6.60 (m, 1H), 6.35 (m, 1H), 4.40 (m, 2H), 

2.40 (m, 1H), 2.30 (m, 1H), 2.10 (m, 2H). 

4-(5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pent-1-en-1-yl)-N-(4-iodophenyl)-N-(4-(4-methoxystyryl)phenyl)-

aniline (8d) 

8d (0.17 g) was prepared from the phosphonium 3d (0.16 g, 0.38 mmol) and the aldehyde 7 in 

73% yield. 
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1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d (ppm):  6.80-8.20 (m, 24H), 6.45 (m, 2H), 6.20 (m, 2H), 4.37(m, 

2H), 3.82 (m, 3H), 2.40 (m, 1H), 2.30 (m, 1H), 2.10 (m, 2H). 

Wittig reactions 

• Mono-Wittig reaction procedure 

 

To a solution of 8 (95 mg, 0.22 mmol), phosphonium salt CBZ-nC-PPh3-X (0.52 mmol) in dry 

DCM (10 ml), NaH (23 mg, 0.88 mmol) was added under argon at -15°C. The solution was 

stirred for 16h at room temperature under argon then diluted with DCM. It was washed with 

water then dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The mixture 

was purified by column chromatography (DCM/Petroleum ether = 1/1) to give the desired 

product as yellow solid.  

 (from CBZ-3C-PPh3-Br)  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.83 (s, 1H), 8.11 (ddt, J = 7.6, 5.1, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.77 – 7.66 (m, 

2H), 7.66 – 7.55 (m, 2H), 7.30 – 7.16 (m, 4H), 7.10 – 6.96 (m, 6H), 6.94 – 6.81 (m, 2H), 6.50 

– 6.39 (m, 1H), 6.14 (dt, J = 15.7, 7.2 Hz, 0H), 5.73 (dt, J = 11.6, 7.3 Hz, 1H), 4.49 – 4.40 (m, 

2H), 2.99 – 2.71 (m, 2H). 
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 190.55, 152.69, 146.08, 144.46, 140.43, 138.88, 134.49, 134.21, 

131.46, 130.76, 130.13, 130.02, 128.43, 127.81, 127.70, 127.58, 127.03, 126.22, 125.83, 

125.82, 125.78, 123.11, 120.57, 120.43, 119.12, 108.81, 108.74, 38.30, 31.38. 

 4-((4-(5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pent-1-en-1-yl)phenyl)(4-iodophenyl)amino)benzaldehyde (12) 

(from CBZ-4C-PPh3-Br, 10) (Yield: 97 mg, 70%)  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.84 (s, 1H), 8.08 (ddt, J = 24.9, 7.8, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 7.78 – 7.58 

(m, 4H), 7.51 – 7.34 (m, 4H), 7.30 – 7.14 (m, 3H), 7.12 – 6.96 (m, 4H), 6.45 – 6.30 (m, 1H), 
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6.15 (dt, J = 15.8, 6.8 Hz, 0.3 H), 5.69 (dt, J = 11.7, 7.3 Hz, 0.7 H), 4.38 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 

2.46 – 2.24 (m, 2H), 2.15 – 2.00 (m, 2H). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 190.22, 152.91, 146.44, 140.81, 139.02, 135.14, 134.65, 

131.61, 131.41, 130.52, 130.30, 129.79, 129.46, 127.85, 127.72, 127.60, 126.43, 126.12, 

125.84, 123.38, 123.32, 120.75, 120.69, 120.59, 120.57, 119.15, 108.90, 108.82, 88.41, 53.44, 

42.73, 30.71, 29.90, 29.33, 28.74, 26.67. 

• Bis-Wittig reaction procedure (13a-d) 

4-(5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pent-1-en-1-yl)-N-(4-iodophenyl)-N-(4-(styryl)phenyl)aniline (13a) 

Under argon, aldehyde 12 (0.1g, 0.13 mmol), benzyltriphenylphosphonium bromide 11a (0.14 

g, 0.32 mmol), and NaH (0.013g, 0.52 mmol) was added into anhydrous DCM (10 mL) at 0°C. 

The solution was stirred for 16h at room temperature under argon then was extracted with 

DCM/H2O. The organic phase obtained was dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was removed 

under reduced pressure. The mixture was purified by column chromatography (DCM/EP = 2/8) 

to give the desired product 13a as pale-yellow solid (86 mg, 94%). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.21 – 7.93 (m, 2H), 7.61 – 7.26 (m, 9H), 7.26 – 7.10 (m, 4H), 

7.09 – 6.95 (m, 4H), 6.92 – 6.77 (m, 5H), 6.54 (qd, J = 12.3, 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.43 – 6.27 (m, 1H), 

6.10 (dt, J = 15.8, 6.7 Hz, 0,3 H), 5.63 (dtd, J = 11.5, 7.2, 5.7 Hz, 0.7 H), 4.36 (qd, J = 7.0, 4.3 

Hz, 2H), 2.46 – 2.23 (m, 2H), 2.16 – 1.97 (m, 2H) 
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Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction

 

Under argon atmosphere, 13a (105 mg, 0.14 mmol) and commercial 5-formyl-2-thiophene 

boronic acid (33 mg, 0.21 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of water (6 mL) and THF (30 

mL). After it was stirred and bubbled by argon for 30 min, K2CO3 (1.00 g, 7.3 mmol) was 

added, followed by the palladium catalyst Pd(PPh3)4 (17 mg, 0.014 mmol). The mixture was 

heated under refluxed for 4 h, followed by TLC. After cooling, THF was removed under 

reduced pressure, and the aqueous portion was extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 40 mL). The organic 

layers were dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and the solvent removed under vacuum. The residue 

was purified by column chromatography using petroleum ether/DCM (1/1) to give the desired 

product 14e as a yellow oil (67 g, 69%).  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.78 (dd, J = 5.0, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 8.03 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.97 (t, 

J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (dt, J = 7.1, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 7.53 – 6.93 (m, 23H), 6.92 – 6.80 (m, 2H), 6.59 

– 6.40 (m, 1H), 6.37 – 6.21 (m, 1H), 6.13 – 5.96 (m, 0.4H), 5.67 – 5.48 (m, 0.6H), 4.39 – 4.23 

(m, 2H), 2.40 – 2.29 (m, 1H), 2.24 – 2.16 (m, 1H), 2.08 – 1.93 (m, 2H). 

13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 182.37, 154.55, 149.02, 146.03, 142.04, 140.80, 137.84, 

137.25, 133.35, 130.92, 130.54, 130.30, 130.06, 129.82, 129.71, 128.99, 128.87, 128.49, 

128.31, 127.82, 127.68, 127.57, 127.30, 126.65, 125.82, 125.43, 125.15, 125.03, 124.82, 

124.48, 124.40, 123.33, 123.20, 120.54, 119.10, 108.91, 108.82, 68.10, 59.92, 42.73, 38.47, 

31.44, 30.69, 29.87, 29.34, 29.34, 26.68, 25.82. 

The same synthetic procedure towards 14f, while using 7 instead of commercial 5-formyl-2-

thiophene boronic acid. Yield: 82 mg, 76%. 
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Final products (target dyes) 

3-[5-[[4-(2-phenylethenyl)phenyl][5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pentenyl]aminophenyl]-2-thienyl]-2-

cyano-2-propenoic acid (15e or ZJX4015) 

 

A mixture of 14e (0.1 mmol), cyanoacetic acid (43 mg, 0.5 mmol) and ammonium acetate (19 

mg, 0.24 mmol) in glacial acetic acid (10 mL) was heated at 120°C for 4 hours under argon 

atmosphere (followed by TLC). After cooling down to room temperature, the mixture was 

extracted with DCM/H2O. The organic layers were washed by water (5 x 100 ml) and dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4 and the solvent removed under vacuum. The residue was purified by 

column chromatography and PLC using 5% of MeOH in DCM to give a red solid ZJX4015 or 

15e (56 mg, 74% yield). The product was confirmed by mass spectroscopy (m/zcalc = 757.28, 

m/zfound = 757.28, [M]+/•). 

3-[5-[[4-(2-phenylethenyl)phenyl][5-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)pentenyl]aminophenyl]-(4-hexyl-2-

thienyl)]-2-cyano-2-propenoic acid (15f or ZJX4041) 
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The same synthetic procedure towards product 15f, while using 14f as starting material. Yield: 

65 mg, 77%. 


